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• 6 Introduction 
The of PerMMlltf aftd Social Backfrwa^ H M l a f s e a c i For more than 60 years investigators have been eiamining the social background of dellaqueats. Sociologists have sought to explain delinquency as an essentially normal response toabador stressful environmeat (May, Kahn, k Cronholm. 1971). Poverty, educational deficiency, bad neighbourhood, undesirable peer group association, broken home or unsatisfactory upbringing, and low social class status have ail been assessed as conductive to delinquent behaviour (West; 1982; May, Kahn. 6c Cronholm, 1971; West, 1%7). Among these the familial factors has been extensively studied, such as: Crow & 'Crow, 1956; Hetherington, 1984; Hetheriagtoa. Cox 5c Cox. 1982; Hetherington U Martin, 1986: McCord et. ai”l%2; Ng, 1980： Nye, 1957; Peck. 1958; RuOer. 1971; Wallerstein U Kelly. 1980, just to list a fev. The familial relationship is emphasized in successful stress inaaageineaL In addition to famiiiai relationship, school environment is another 
一 - z important factor beiieved to be conductive to delinquency (Takahashi. Suzuki, Shishido, Kobayashi. 1990: Suzuki, 1989: Kobayashi, 1986; McDonough. 1986; Gottfredson. 1983; Suzuki, Nisfaimura. 5c Takahashi, 1982; RuU«r, 1981a). The high-delinquency student group in the Suzuki. Nishimura, and Takahashi (1982) study had more feelings of maladjustment and discontent regarding their families and school, had less positive perceptions of their families and teachers, felt alienated from their school curicula, and tended not to believe in or adhere to school rules. Junior and high school students were found to have higiier frequency of recorded police contacts if they felt a sense of alienation or maladjustment concerning relationships with classmates or teachers, evaluated their teachers negatively, declined in the average number of academic 
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• 7 aspiration and decreased in the average number of school subjects of interest (Kobayashi. 19S6). School context characterized by a broader definition of success, more specialized discipline, and predictable supenrisioa vas found to promote stronger bonds vith its students and lower levels of delinquency (McDonough, 1986). So，apart from providing children with essential knoviedge and skills to earn their living when they grow up, school or education should be responsible’ in part, for character building (Ng. i9S6). Older children can use peers and schools as sources of information, satisfaction’ and support (Hetheriagton et at 19S2; Wallerstein U Kelly, 1980). The validation of self-worth, competence, and personal control is an important function served by peers and the school, Coastructive relationships with teachers and peers aad a positive school eaviroameat can somewhat atteauaie the effects of stressful events and aoasupporttve family relations (Hetheriagtoa et. al . 19S2; RuUer, 19Slb： Wallerstain U Kelly, 1980). In addition, the atteativeaess, warmth and supportiveness of the teacher aad the z assignment of respoasibiiity to the child, and rewards for good performance by the school staff are associated with positive adjustment to stressful or turbuieat life experience (Hetheriagton. 19S4; RuUer, 19St). Since, in the face of the most adverse social circumstances, not everyone takes to crime, research has loag sought to identify the personality characteristics that make a youngster vuinerabie to delinquency (May, Kahn, U Cronholm. 1971). Waldo and Diait2(i%7 cited in May. Kahn. oc Cronholm. 1971) suggested that the MMPl is particularly discriminative in this respect. Hathaway and Monachesi's pioneer work in the 50 s and 60's and the sUidies on MMPI with juvenile delinquents clearly demonstrated the usefulness of the MMPI in doing so (see the followiag sectioas for details). 
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• 8 Garniezy(19S4) proposed that personality disposition, supportive family milieu, and an external support system that encourages and reinforces a child's coping efforts and strengthens them by inculcating positive values are the three protective factors that prevent childrea from becoming delinquent under stressful situations. This coincides vith what Dahlsirom, Welsh aad Dahlstroia(1975) had pointed out that the personality variables seem to set tiie stage, mih other factors tipping the balance in the relatioaship between personality and social deviant behaviour. Therefore, personality dispositions, family relationships, as veil as school support are important ia preventing i ‘ some children and families from damaging by stressful life experiences but instead go through turbulent transitions and emerge able to function competently or even vith enhanced ability following their tribulations (Garmezy, 1984), 
Brief Descrl pti•麵 df Xkt HHPi — T h e Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) (Hathaway 6c McKinley, 1943 cited in Dahistrom, Welsh U Dahlstrom, H72) is a self-report questionnaire, briefly covering the topics that vould be inducted in a series of clinical intervievs. It is composed of 550. different true-false statements (items) that describe a variety of thoughts, feelings, attitudes, and prior life experiences as veil as physical and emotional symptoms (Dahistrom. Welsh 6c Dahistrom, 1972). The statements are typically of the self-reference type, such as "I often feel as if things vere not real" and "I never have trouble failing to sleep；' The subject Is asked to mark "true " or "faise " for each statement as it applies to himself or herself (Kaplan 5c Saccuzzo, 1988). The total number of items is 566, of vhich sixteen statements appear tvice. The basic profile includes four validity scales and ten clmlcai scales. The validity scales provide ‘ < 
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• 9 iaformatioQ concerniag the subject's test-taking attitude and to assess whether the subject has responded in a straightforward, normal and honest manner. The clinical scales were designed to identify psychological disortlers, such as neurosis and schizophrenia. The MMPI vas designed to aid clinicians in diagnosing and assessing the major psychiatric or psychological disorders. By characterizing the salient features of the patient's personality, it could be used as an adjunct to an examination of physical and mental status (ColHgan et. al . l%9). According to Dahistrom, Welsh icDahlstrom (1972) and Wiiii^s (1986) the MMPI could also be used vith individuals 14 years of age or older vho have hzd at least a fifth- or sixth- grade reading level and iias an IQ vithin normal limits: For younger adolescents, he or she must also have a vide range of experience to make the content of the items psychologically and semantically meaningful. 
DeTeiopment of the MMPI Scales 
- 一 一 - z Stark R. Hathavay, a medical psychologist, and Joim C McKinley, a neurologist and psychiatrist at the University of Minnesota initiated the research in deveioprng the MMPI in 1937 They utilized the empirical keying approach in the constnicdon of the various MMPI scales. In the empirical keying procedure, response to individual test items are treated as unknovn. and empirical item analysis is utilized to identify tesi items that differentiate between criterion groups (Graham, ml). Hathavay and McKinley believed that the patient's responses to any item, or collection of items, should be vieved OQiy as a potential behavioural sign. A patient's endorsement of certain items might represent neither historical fact nor current self-concept but instead might represent a small bit of simiiarity to other persons who had ansvef e4 the items in the same vay (Colligan et. al.. 1984). 
參 
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• 10 The authors first selected 504 items out of 1000 items selected from case histories, psychological reports, text-books, and existing tests, that were judged to be relatively independent of one another. Then the scales vere developed empirically by presenting the items to criterion and controi groups. The criterion group or clinical reference group was made up of psychiatric patients at the University of Minnesota Hospitals. These psychiatric patients were divided into eight groups according to their psychiatric diagnoses, they vere: hypochondriasis, depression, hysteria, psychopathic deviate, paranoias, psychasthenia, schizophrenia, and hypo mania. Whenever there vas any doubt about a patient's clinical diagnosis or when more than oae diagnosis vas present, the patient was not included in the criterion group. The control groups consisted of a group-of individuals referred to as the Minnesota aormals, mostly relatives and visitors of patients in the University of Minnesota Hospitals who were not preseaUy under a doctor s care. This group vas augmented by a group of recent high school graduates who were 
一 一 a t t e n d i n g pre-college conferences at the University of Minnesota, a group of Work Progress Administration vorkers, and some medical patients at the University of Minnesota. Items for each scale vere selected on the basis of their usefulness in separating the two groups. Each scale vas also cross-validated by its application to independent samples of the criterion and control groups. In addition to the eight clinical scales, two others vere constructed at a later time. The Masculinity-Feisiminity (Mf) Scale contains 60 items differentially endorsed by normal males and females. Among these items, five 
I are deal vith frankly sexual material and are keyed in opposite directions for males and females. The others are not sexual in nature and cover a diversity of topics, including interest in vork. hobbies, vorries, fears, and sensitivities, 
f 
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• 11 social activities, religious preferences, and family relalioaships. these items are keys in the same direction for both sexes (Dahlstrom, Welsh, & Dahlstrom. 1972; Graham, 19S7). The Social Introversion (Si) Scale, was developed to assess individual's tendency to withdraw from social contacts and responsibilities. Seveaty items were selected by contrasting high and low scorers on the Social Introversion-Extroversion sczXe of Minnesota T-S-E Inventory. These items are of two general types. One group of items deals vith social participation, vhereas the other group deals with general neurotic maladjustment and self-depreciation (Dahlstrom, Welsh. & Dahlstrom, 1972; Graham, 19S7). 
！ Hathavay and McKialey also included four validity scales (Q or ？’ L F and K) in the MMPI to detect response bias. These scales assessed the palienfs comprehension’ cooperation’ defensiveness. and general response style. Among the four validity scales, the K scale was later utilized to develop a correction factor for some of the clinical scales: KHs), 4(Pd), 7(Pt), S(Sc)’ and 9(Ma). Hathaway and McKiaiey determined the appropriate weighting of the K ^ scale score for each clinical scale to correct for the defensiveness indicated by 
'' the K scale (Graham, 1987). 1 A brief description of the four validity scales and the ten clinical scales, according to Butcher and Keller (1984 pp. 307-331) is presented in Appendix A. The MMPI is no longer used as an instrument for th« purpose of psychodiagnosis (Coiligan 6c Offord, 1989: Graham. 19S7), The supposition that elevations among the clinical scales vould occur on a single scale and thus aid in a psychiatric diagnosis vas not fulfilled (Coiligan 6c Offord, 1989; Graham. 1987) Instead, it is used to generate descriptions of ?Lnd influences about normal and clinical individuals on the basis of their ovn MMPI profiles. The MMPI scales are treated as unknovn. The correlates of each scale are identified through clinical experience and empirical researcix (Graiiam, 19S7). When a 
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• 12 person obtains a score on a particular scale, the clinician attributes the characteristics and behaviours of individuals with similar scores that had been identified in previous research and experieace to that person. As Graham. (1987) indicated, it is this aev behavioural description approach to the utilization of the MMPI in everyday practice that had led to the instnixaenfs great popularity among practising clinicians. 
Tbe Use of MHPI vltii Mtlesceats： The MMPI is widely used in all kinds of settings, including both psychiatric and general medical settings, university counselling centres, prisons, schools, industry and employmeat agencies (Williams, 19S6; Duckworth U Duckworth. 1976). Not only being videiy used, the MMPI is also videly researched. There are several hundred nev publications a year on the MMPI (Butcher U Keller, 1984). The major areas of MMPI research include detection of alcohol and drug 
’ 
一 一 z problems, use vith medical patients, cross-cultural and subcultural applications, development of various short forms, and its applications in forensic settings (Butcher k Keller, 1984; Oven, 1979; Butcher U Owen, 197S). Althougii research on the MMPI vith adults vas extensive, the empirical literature on adolescent populations vas relatively sparse (Archer et. al , 1988： Williams U Butcher. 1989). Archer (1987) estimated that only approximately 100 studies had examined the MMPI vith adolescents vithin the 40 years from 1945 to 1985. The first application of MMPI to adolescents vas made by Dora Capvell. She used the box form MMPI to test the girls at the Sauk Centre School lor Girls, a Minnesota state reformatory for delinquents, and the Sauk Centre High School in 1945. Her findings demonstrated the ability of the MMPI lo discriminate betveen delinquent and nondelinquent adolescent girls based upon Scale 4(Pd ) 
參 
MMPI ^cAdolesceflt 13 elevations, with delinquent adolescent girls were more elevated than the normal girls oa this scale, IQ addition, the normal high school girls gave profiles with elevations and patteras which very similar to the scores obtained from the Minnesota normal vomen in the original sUcdardized samples (Archer, 1987： Dahlstrom, Welsh, k Dahlstrom, 1973; Marks. Seemaa, U HaUer 1974). At about the same time. Moaachest initiated a comparable study of normal and adjudicated delinqueat boys and results showed that the delinquent boys also had significantly elevated scores oa Scale 4(Pd) in comparison vith those of the normal sample (Colligan U Offord, 1989). Following these studies. Hathaway and Monachesi started their exteasive study of adolescents in 1947, Their works from 1947 till 1%6 were summarized in details in Colligan 5c Offord (1989)： Archer, Gordon, Giannetti, & Singles (1%8); Archer (19S7); Williams (1986); Widom (1979); Marks, Seemaa. U Sailer (1974); and Schrag (1954). Basically, they used extensive data base to investigate differeaces in adult and adole^nt personality as measured by the MMPI. They found MMPI differences in item edorsefflent, code types and elevation. They also 
_ _—-—" found that the MMPI could effectively identify delinquency-prone adolescents. . 1 The adolescents had the highest delinquency rate if Scales 4’ S, and 9 were the most deviant scales in the MMPI profile. These scales were referred as the Excitatory Scales. On the other hand, Scales 0’ 2, and 5 were associated vith the lowest deiinqueacy rates and called the Suppressor Scaies. The work of Hathaway and Monachesi made laadmark contributions to the understanding of 
0 adolescents and MMPI and elicited many valuable studies in the area. Marks. Seemaa, and Haiier (1974) took the lead in developing a clinical data base for interpreting adolesce at profiles. Their 1974 text, en titled The Actuarial Use of the MMPI with Adolescents and Adults, provides a useful source 
« , -
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• 14 of actuarial-based personality descriptors based upon the response patterns of disturbed adolescents and is the most widely used so.urce of adolescent norms (Archer. 1987)�Later in 1987’ Archer provided a comprehensive review of research findings OQ the use of the MMPI in the assessment of adolescent personality in his book. Using the MMPI vith Adolescents' He linked the assessment of adolescent personality to genetic and eaviroameaUl theories of childhood and provided detailed recommendations for the interpretadoQ of adolescent MMPI response paUeras (Spielberger, 1987). The study of the MMPI in assessing the personality of adolescents is • crucial. Hathaway and Dahlstrom (1974) believed that by the time a child has reached adolescence, his behaviour is already sh^ed by his wide and extensive experiences and is predictable in many different situations. So the use of the MMPI can assess the existing behavioural patterns and anticipate their future development, provide information of important individual differeaces. and furnish professional guidaace in offseting the ominous trends in emotioaal and 
乂 behavioural reactions. They also suggested the employment of MMPI in school systems for early identification of emotion and behavioural disorder. Archer 
(19S7) indicated that much greater efforts are needed in the empirical study of adolescence. In his opinion, the relative lack of empirical investigation of the MMPI with adolescent samples may be seen as a reflection of the general trend of inadequaia investigation of the psychological aspects of adolescence. Since available evidence shoved that the MMPI will continue to maintain a dominant status in the assessment of adolescents in the foreseeable future, Archer believed that the investment of time and energy into research with the MMPI and adoiescents will provide a broader empirical foundation for the widespread use of the iastrumeat Finally. Archer concluded that "the MMPI is a meaningful and useful instrument to employ with adolesceat respoadeats. ' 
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• 15 The Um of MMPI vltli Jweai le Deltn^oeBts The research and clinical experience with adolescents can be classified into three broad categories: medical and psychiatric evaluations; school adjustment and jureaile delinquency： and aormalive and interpreUtive issues (Coliigan^Offord. 19S9). Amoag these differeat areas, juvenile delinquency continues to be one of the major focuses of many studies. The pioaeer works of Capweii. Monachesi. Hathaway and Monachesi. oa the early ainete«n century not only started the study of MMPI vith adolescents, it also stimulated the research on delinquency with MMPI. Rampei (1958 cited In Dahlstrom, Welsh, U Dahlstrom, 1975) reported an accuracy of 69.5% in the prediction of the delinquents based on analysis of MMPI scales. Whea MMPI data were combined vith school record data in a linear regression procedure the accurate idealificatioa rate for deliaqueat boys rose to 742%. Wirt aad Briggs (1959 cited , i n Archer, ml： Dahlstrom. Welsh, k Dahlstrom, 1975) performed a series of follow-up studies on the original Hathaway and Monachesi samples found that 
一 z boys with primed 4’ 8’ and 9 scale combiaatiohs (the Excitatory Scales referred by Hathaway and Moaachesi) vere three times as likely to become delinquent as those viLh primed inhibitory high points. Also cited in Dahistrom. Welsh, U Dahlstroin(1973) and Archer (19S7), Briggs. Wirt, U Johnson (1961) showed thai a boy vith the A, S, and 9 scales prominent in his persoaaiity profile and three major advert factors operating in the famiiy (e g” ecoaomic hardship, paternal abaadoameator death, mother s illness) ^ould be a kao^Q delinqueat in almost nine out of ten cases. Richardson and Roebuck (1965 cited in Dahistrom. Welsh. & Dahistrom 1975) contrasted persoaaiity characteristics of delinquents vith those of their aoadeliaquent siblings vho were within a year or two in age. The eievatiofi on Scale 4 clearly ideatified the delinquent members of the sibship. In that study, since the two boys in each case vere 
- * 
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• 16 raised in the same ecoaooiic conditions’ attended the same schools, and developed uader the same parental models, the differences in personality characteristics seemed to be crucial, thus strengtheaing the hypothesis of relationship between personality and social deviant behaviour, Huesmann, Lefkovitz and Eroa (197S) indicated that the simple linear summation of the scores of Scales F. 4’ aad 9 was an escelleat discriminator between delinquent and general populations of males and females. Lindgren et al. (19M) tried to identify predictors of recurrent delinquent behaviour from cognitive and persoaaiity patterns found that large differences between ''neurotic'' aad "psychotic" scale elevations on the MMPI could be a good predictor. On the study of male juvenile delinquents by Cheung (19S6), the profile of the male juvenile 
/ deliaqueflts aged 12 to 16 in Hong Kong showed elevated T-scores of about one standard deviatioa above the mean scores obtained by college sUidents on Scales 4, 6, and 9, vith high eievatioas also found on Scales 2, 7’ and S � O n the study of MMPI profiles among institutionalized male juvenile delinquents. Veneziaao and Veneziaflo (19S7) found that aearly three-quarters of the profiles had 
一 一 z one or more clinical elevations, suggested that most subjects had some form of psychopathoiogy and/or emotionai conflicts. Besides, a large number of profile types vere found, indicating a wide diversity of difficulties. Archer eL al. (198S) examined the clinical correlates for adolescent inpatients found that Scale 2(D) was a good predictor of motivation to change and high Scale 2 adolescents vere less likely lo engage in delinquent or antisocial behaviour. Cornell et. ai. (1988) studied the MMPI profiles of adolescents charged with homicide indicated that adolescents who commiOed homicide in the course of another crime such as robbery or rape differed significantly in a more deviant direction on Scales F, KHs), 3(Hy). and S(Sc), from adolescents who were engaged in an interpersonal conflict with the victim. All these investigatioas 
• . • 
• MMPI & Adolescent 17 of delinquents identified the crucial role of personality in the appearance of the delinquentl>ehaviour 
Tto Use 8f r^wAadfW AlcoMtsA Sci]« vltfe Apart from the MMPI validity and clinical scales, no suppiemeatary or other special scales aad critical items had been studied with adolescent respondents, except the MacAadrew Alcoholism ScaUe (MAC), Williams (19S6) suggested clinicians should be extremely cautious in making inferences for adolescents based on the special scales due to the lack of data on the use of other special scales except the MAC scale. Graham (1987) also indicated that except for the MAC scale, no adolescent aormative or interpretive data are available for MMPI supplemeataxy scales, so they should not be used. Moreover. Archer (19S7) had pointed out that no empirical investigatioas have been conducted concerning the properties of other special MMPI scales with adolescents. So substantial caution should be employed in attempt to interpret critical item 
一 一 e n d o r s e m e n t patteras for adolescent respondents. Since no empirical iQvestigation has established clinical correlates of critical item endorsements for adolescent. Archer further suggested that one should assume that endorsement of critical items on the MMPI lacks a clear or unambiguous meaning for adolescent respondents. In addition. Archer believed that employing aduit aorm. conversions for adolescent special scale values is one of the major iimitatioas of these measures when employed in the assessment of adolescent. The MacAndrev Aicohoiism Scale (MAC) was originally developed by comparing the MMPI responses of aduit male outpatients who vere alcoholic with those of male psychiatric outpatients. Items were seiected based on ability to separate these tvo groups. Tvo items directly related to alcohol consumption 
, • 
18 vere deleted. Studies indicaied that the MAC scale is also effective with adolescents. Rathus. Fox. and Ortins (19S0) used the abbreviated MAC on 1.672 suburban high school students. They found MAC scores significantly related to marijuana use patterns as veil as antisocial behaviour such as crimes against persons and property. The authors concluded that the MAC was aot oaly sensitive to alcohol-related behaviours but also to self-report of soft drug abuse, hard drug abuse, theft, property destruction, and vioieace. Woifson and Erbaugh (1984) indicated that the MAC scale vas a significant utility in discriminating between groups of adolescents with and without significant substance abuse histories. Some researchers also suggested that MAC was capable of identifying adolesceats who have significaal. problems vith alcohol or drug abuse and predicting the likelihood of future alcoholism and drug abu突 (Andrucci et. al.. 1989： Klinge et, aL, 197S cited in Archer 19S7； Hoffman eL al,, 1974 cited in Colligaa 5c Offord. 19S9, Archer. 19S7, wid Graham, 19S7). The interpretation of the adolescents^ MAC scores is the same as interpreting the 
一 z adults' MAC scores (Graham, 1987) and Archer (19S7) concluded that although the available literature vas limited, the utility of the MAC scale with adolescents samples was supported. 
Crf»s-Ca1tar«1 Applictti«ft ef MMPI Htnfl ICta^ The MMPI is not only being widely used and researched within the United States, but is also exteasively used aad studied interiiationally. There have been 90 foreign language traaslations of the MMPI (BuUher. 1984). Issues concerning the cross-national application, translation, and re突arch on the MMPI had been discussed in details by Butcher and Pancheri (1976)�Butcher and Clark (1979) also provided a compreheiisiYe review on the early 
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19 international MMPI research in more than 14 countries around the world (the Orient, Middle Eastern countries, and some Communist bloc nations). The MMPI has been used by clinicians in Hong Kong for about 20 years. At first the test items were translated by the clinicians instantaneously and ao standardization procedure had been undertaken (Cheung, 19S5). Not until 1976 Fanay M. Cheung and Theodora Ting at the Chinese University of Hong Kong carefully traaslsUed the original Form R MMPI into Chinese, In 1979, the first translated version was test rim on psychiatric patients, students, nurses and probationers. A small number of items for which the cofiaotative implication of the translation was different from the meaning of the original items were corrected (Cheung. 1985: 19S6). On the basis of the item analyses of the 1979 version and feedback: from the Chinese MMPI users in Hong Kong, the Chinese MMPI was revised again in 19S4 with slight refiaemeat on a small number of items. The 19S4 revised version coatinues to be the most commonly used and up-dated version in Hong Kong. Recently, the 19S4 version is further amended z with minor modificaUon OQ the wordings in some items to maJte the linguistic expression more uaderstandable to the general public (F, Cheung. Personal commuQicalioa. September. 1991) A detailed account of Ike traaslatioa process, the item endorsement analysts, and the application of the Chinese version of the MMPI in Hong Koag and China has been reported by Cheung (19S5; 1986), Cheung and Song (1989). Song (i9S6), and Chen and Zhang (1986). Although the clinical applications of the Chinese version of the MMPI in Hong Kong was basically supported, further research on it was recommended, la addition, caution was suggested by Cheung (19S5: 19S6). and Cheung and SoQg (19S9) in the interpretation of moderate elevations on Scales F, 2, and S as high average scores on these scales are found among normal subjects in Hoag Koag. Moreover, the eievatioa on these scales are coasidered to be a reflection of 
‘ 香 港 中 文 大 學 圆 . n 藏 書 ""“’ ri 
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• 20 cultural differences rather than a general psychological deviatioa (Cheung. 
1985； 1^6). 
Purp«s« of th« Sludy Personality is crucial in the appearance of the delinquent behaviour as indicated by previous studies. This study is to investigate the effectiveness of the MMPI in predictrng delmquency among adolescents in Hong Kong, Ng and Man (1985) had attempted to use several MMPI scales to investigate delinquency. Due to administrative problems, the responses vere not analysed and no useful information vas obtained. The usefulness of the MMPI in differenUating the delinquents from nondelinquents has been demonstrated in the Vest. In addition, the appearance of delinquent behaviours vere found to be related to elevations on the Excitatory scales. Especially elevation on Scale 4 vas most prominent among delinquents. However, the usefulness of the MMPI in differentiatiiig the 
一 一 z delinquents from nondelinquents in Hong Kong is unknown. Besides, it is not sure whether tHe Excitatory and Suppressor Scales are applicable in identifying delinquents for the local adolescents The present study to investigate the personality profiles of the delinquents and aondeiinquents and to identify the Excitatory and Suppressor scales for the adolescents. The delinquent sample in the study consists of adolescents 对o are institutionaiized in correctional institutes or boys, home due to criinmal acts or behavioural problems. The aoadellaquent or control sample is made up of band fivel students from secondary schools Similar U> the delinqueiils. these sUideats academic performance are below average when compared with students at the same level in the general public in Hon_g Kong Some of them may even have behavioural problems, such as truancy, invoivrng ia fist fight, damaging property, theft or 
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• 21 serious violation of the school conduct code, especially those with conduct marks of C or belov (D’ E. or F). Based on previous findings, the institutionalized subjects in this study are expected to have marked elevatioa on Scales, 4, S, and 9 and high elevation oa Scales 2,8’ and 7. In addition to the expected elevations on some of the clinical scales, the MAC scale is also supposed to be higher for the delinquent group Uiaa the control group. As indicated ia Marks. Seemaa, and Haller (1974) sample, more than half of the adolescents with 4-6/6-4 and 4-9/9-4 codetype reported a history of drug abuse. Loper et, al. (1973 cited in Kaplan U Saccuzzo, 19S9) found that those subjects vho eventually became alcoholic have significantly higher scores on scales F, 4’ and 9, Thus, scales 4. 6, and 9 may be related to 
/ characteristics that contribute to alcoholism in males. Therefore, if the institutionalized subjects in the current study have marked elevatioa on Scaies 4, 6, and 9, then they should also have MAC rav scores above 26 [(the cutoff point suggested by Wolfson and Erbaugh (19S4) and ArcherC 1987)1. Besides, the group MAC raw score should be relatively higher 
^ 、 for the young offenders than that of the students. In scoring the adolescent MMPI, different adolesceat norms have been established in the United States. One is the adolescent norms established by Marks, Seeman, and Haiier (1974), vhicfa have served as the standard adolescent norms for many y e a r s � T h e other is the adolescent norms produced by GoUesman, Hanson, Kroeker. and Briggs (1987) based on the responses of appro innately H.OOO fifteea-year-oldsand 3.500 eighteen-year-olds derived in the original Hathaway and Monachesi statewide sample from Minnesota, The third adolescent norms are established by Colligan and Offord (1989) based on ) . the responses of 691 girls and 624 boys from 13 to 17 years old. Since they did not find evidence of age-related effects, they developed one inclusive set of 
‘ 、 ... 
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• 22 general norms for all adolescents for each sex. Among these three norms, the Marks. Seemaa. U Haller (1974) norms are reconuneaded for scoring the adolescent MMPI protocols despite the fact that the Gottesman et. al. (19S7) 
t norms are based on a larger sample and the CoUigan aad Offord (19S9) norms are more receat Williams indicaied that despite the shortcomings of the Marks, Seeman, U HaUer (1974) norms, they are the most appropriate norms to use at preseaL Maries, Seeman. & Halier (1974) had collected adolescent data in the inid-l%Os from a variety of states to supplement the data collected in the 1940s and 1950s by Hathaway aad Moaachesi. Besides, they presented separated raw score means aad standard deviations for adolescents from differeat age groups (i.e. 14-. 15-. 16-, and 17-year-old), Klinefelter et. al, (1990) compared the T-score elevation amoag the three sets of norms and suggested that the Marks, Seeman. U Haller (1974) aorms should not be substitutad by the recent norms unless a clinical correlate basis is established for the recent adolescent norms. Moreover. Williams (1986), Archer (19S7). and Graham (i9S7) also suggested to 
一 一 z plot two profiles, oae for adult norms and one for adolescent aorms, after the MMPI vas administered to adolescents. They believed that it would provide more information for the analysis and interpretation of the adolescent profiles. The difference obtained could be compared and clinician familiar with adolescent MMPI profiles caa adjust the profile plotted oa adult-norms to taJte the ado iesceiu differences into co aside ratio a. This is the first attempt to score the adolescent respondents' MMPI wilh Marks, Seemaa, 5c Hailer (1974) adolescent norms in Hong Kong. Clinicians in HoQg Kong mainly use the U.S. adult norm to interpret both the adult and adolescent MMPI profiles. Only occasionally is the Chinese adult norm used as reference. Studies indicaleti that the average T scores for Scales F, 2, aad S vera high among Chinese normals vhen the U.S. adult norm vas used (Cheung U 
23 Soag. 19S9; Cheung, 19S6; Cheung, 19S5). However’ when the Chinese norm vas applied, the overall T score eievatioas of the clinical scales were much lower than those found oa the American norm (Cheung, Zhao and ¥u. 1992). and the T scores on tiie clinical scales even fell under 70 for ail patient groups (Cheung 5c Song. 19S9). For the Chinese aorm’ the Chinese researchers suggested a cutoff value of SO instead of 70� Three different norms is being used in this study. They are: the American adult norm, the American adolescent norms (Marks et. ai. 1974), and the Chinese norm. Their effectiveness in differentiating the delinquent and control groups is being studied. Both the Chinese norm and the adolescent norms are expected to have better discriminatory than the U.S. adult norm, as the Chinese norm is 
t based on Chinese samples and cultural characteristics have been taken into account vhereas the adolescent norms have taken into consideration the adolescent personality characteristics. Besides, the T score elevations should be much lover vhen the Chinese norm is used, vhen comp?u*ed vith the original . U . S . adult norm. 一 一 � The consistent F scale elevation among Chinese kad been attributed to the cultural differences betveen Americafl and Chinese subjects (Cheung, Song and Butcher. 1991; Cheung. 1986), Cheung, Song ajid Butcher (1991) constructed two Chinese infrequency scales. The first infrequency scale, for China and Hong Kofig (ICHl) included 15 items t hat vere endorsed by no more than 10% of both the Hong Xong and the People Republic of China (PRC) samples. The second infrequency scale for China and Hong Kong (ICH2) consisted of 37 items that were endorsed by no more than 15% of both the Hong Kong and the PRC samples. Both scales had been validated by using different criterion groups in Hong Kong and PRC. The items contents included bizarre sensation, peculiar thoughts, strange experiences, physical symptoms, antisocial behaviour, and 
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24 alienation from parents ia both scales. In the present study, ICHl is used to compare vith the original F scale. ICHl is chosen over ICH2 because it provides better discrimination betveea normals aad patients, and is recommeaded by Cheung. Song and Butcher (1991) as the Chinese infrequency scale. The ICHl raw scores of the delinqueat group are expected to be significantly different from the control group. In addition, the ICHl scores should also be much lover than the original F scale raw scores. • When taking into consideration of personality characteristics of adolescents from intact or brokea family, those who come from broken families are expected to have elevated scores on scales related to delinquent behaviour such as Scale 4 or even Scales 6 and 9, As broken family or disharmony home environment vas found to be highly related to delinquency by social scientists. Family aad school are tvo places coatributed most to the formation of adolescents' personality characteristics. Family is the place where a child grow up and his/her persoaality is being formed and shaped. For adults, life is related to workplace, from vhich social and recreational contacts are 
一 . frequently derived. For adolescents, this realm is represeated by school-relaxed activities. Difficulty in coping with the expectations of peers and teachers may foretell of subsequent difficulty in meeting expectations in adult world of responsibility. In addition, family relationship and school relationship are important in stress management and in coajunction with personality may prevent a person from becoming deiinquent, as mentioned earlier. So. in studying delinquency, not only persoaality but also family and school factors should be studied. In order to measure variables in these two factors, the Relationship dimensions of the Family Enviroament Scale (FES) by Moss and Moss (19S6) and the Relationship dimensions of the Classroom Enviroament 
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• 25 Scale (CES) by TrickeU and Moos (1986) are Chinese versions of these scales are developed and have comparable psychometric properties as the English, versions (Ma U Leuag. 1990： Cheung & Lau, The FES is a questioaaaire measuring chiidrea's perception of various aspects of their family, it includes three dimensions and ten subscaies: Relationship dimeasioos (Cohesion, Expressiveness, and Conflict subscaies). Personal Growth dimensions (IndependeQce. Achievement Orientation, Inteiiectual-cuitural Orientation, Active-recreation Orientation, and Moral-religious Emphasis subscales). and System Maintenance dimeasioas (Organization, aad Control subscales). The CES is a questionnaire measuring students* perceptions of various aspects of their classroom�It includes thr^e dimensions and nine subscales: Relationship dimensions (Involvement, Affiiiatioa, aad Teacher Support subscales). Personal Growth/Goal Orientation Dimensions (Task orientation, aad Competition subscales). aad System Mainteaance and Change Dimeasioas (Order and Organization, Rule Clarity, Teacher Control, and Innovation subscales). • Each of the tvo scales has 90 items� The total number of items is 57 for Relationship dimensions of both the FES and CES. The institutionalized subjects are expected to perceive their family as not helpful and members seldom communicale, but have a lot of conflict and they are less involved in class, do not have many friends at school and teachers are not supportive to students. In addition to the expected differences betveen the delinquent and control subjects, significant differences are also anticipate for the good i (conduct B or above) and poor conduct (conduct C or below) students vithin the control group in either the MMPI profiles. MAC and ICH scores, or the 
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26 FCES relationship dimensions profiles. Since poor conduct students have nunor behavioural problems but not as serious as delinquents, they may have some similarities with the delinquents either in their personality characteristics or the family and schooling eaviroameiit, while the dissimilar factors may act as protective factors that prevent them from becoming delinquents. On the other hand, students with aa A or B conduct are expected to have good relationships at home and in school as well as having different MMPI scale elevations. The three protective factors are supposed to be working together on this group of students and prevent them from getting into trouble at school and in the society. The main hypotheses are summarized as foUovs: the institutionalized 
/ subjects in this study are expected to have marked elevation on Scales, 4,6, and 9 and high elevation on Scales 2, 8. and 7 together vith higher MAC scores than the control group. When comparmg the profiles produced by different norms' both the Chinese norm and the adolescent norms are expected to have better discriminatory than the U.S- adult norm. Besides, the T score elevations should 
一 一 z , be much lover when the Chinese norm is used, when compared with the original U.S. adult norm. Moreover, the ICH raw scores of the delinquent group are expected to be significantly different from the controi group. In a4<iitioQ, the iCH scores should also be much lover than the original F scale raw scores. In considering the family and school factors, the institutionalized subjects are expected to perceive their family as not heipfui and family members seldom communicate, but have a lot of conflict. Furthermore, they are less involved in class, do not have many iriends at school and perceive that teachers are not supportive to students. Significant differences are also anticipated for the good (conduct B or above) and poor conduct (conduct C or belov) students vithin the 
V' 
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Methodology Siiiijects: Tvo groups of subjects vere recruited for the study. One vas the delinquent group and the other was the control group. Subjects of the delinquent sample were randomly selected from the Social Welfare Department s Boys' Home and the Correctional Service Department's Detention and Training Ceatres2. The criteria for subjects selection vere： at least 14 years old and not over 171/2 at the date of testing: at least primary education (Grade 6) so as to ensure that the young offenders vere able to read and comprehend the lengthy questionnaire; no hearing problem vhich may interfere their listening to the tape. For those vho claimed they had primary education but vere found illiterate during the test, their participation vas terminated at an appropriate time during the session, vhereupon explanation and thanks vere given. Three hundred and ninety one young offenders had completed all the questionnaires. Results of 116 subjects (30%) vere eliminated due to invalid 
一 z MMPI profiles. The delinquent sample consists of young offenders convicted of theft, robbery, or possession of offensive weapons. Almost aU of these juvenile delinquents (96,4%) vere being sentenced to the institution? the first time Most of them (44.6%) iiad reported having F.l education, only 17,9% had studied up to F.3 or above. More than half (64.3%) of these youngsters came from families living in public housing estates with father working as factory vorker or driver (40.2%) and mother being a housevife (26ST.) or factory worker (19.6%). 39% percent of their parents were not living together, mainly due to divorce (17.9%) and death (107%). About half of the young offenders (5&.9%) 
I admitted they like to drink alcoholic beverage, mainly beer (57.1%). vith three times a day and tvo to three cans each time. Almost all of them vere smokers 
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Insert Table I at about here 
The control sample consisted of 248 secondary school students. The students were selected randomly on a class basis based on the same criteria used in the deiinquent group, and only male students vere recruited. Eigiity five subjects (34%) were excluded for analysis due to invalid MMPI profiles. Of the 153 students, about half (52.1%) vere studying atF.4 and none had less than f . l education. Similar to the delinquent sample, most of the students (5S.3%) lived in public housing estates vith father voridng as factory worker or driver (38%) and mother being a housevife (45.4%) or a factory vorker (21.5%). Hovever, only 13-5% of their parents vere not living together, and mainly due to divorce (5.5%) or the need to vork out of tovn (3.1%). Besides, only 17.S% of 
— 一 z the students reported they like to drini beer and those vho drink only drini once a day and one can each time. Moreover, less than 12% reported they vere i smoker and only 1.8% had tried soft drugs before (see Table 1). Among these 163 students, 67.5% had an A or B grade on conduct and 227% had a C conduct grade and only about 10% had a conduct grade of D or belov. 一 In comparing these two adolescent groups on their demographic data by using Chi square statistics, results indicated that the socioeconomic status of both groups vere basically matched (see Table 2). In addition, the analysis of variance indicated no significant age effect on personality on the delinquent group and the control group as veil as betveen the tvo groups. Therefore, a 
！neaningfui comparisofi on factors iike personality, family and school reiatlons betveen these tvo groups can be obtained. Hovcver, significaiit interaction 
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• 30 effect on age and delinquency was found on the F scale across all the norms used [F(3. 7) = 4.22S. <^.001 for adolescent aorms; F(3, 7) : 3.752,益<.01 for U.S. adult aorm; and F(3.7) = 4,294. a<,00l J as well as on the MMPI rav score (F(3. 7) « 
4.419,让< 0011 � I t implied that the tendency of the adolesceats to endorse unusual attributes was depended oa both age and whether they vere delinquents or not. The older delinquents had lower F scales rav and T scores than the younger delinquents vhere as in the control group, the opposite vas observed (see Table 3). 
• 
Insert Table 2 at about here Insert Table 3 at about here 
iRStnilMfltS： 
A shortened version of the Chinese MMPI (1991 version )(see Appendix £) is used in the study. It consists of 412 items including 13 basic scaies and the MacAndrev Alcoholism Scale. In addition to the booklet form, the items are aiso 
,—-- recorded on tape and a pilot test was done to make sure that the tape form is audible and usable. Anonymity vas assured so as to elicit more honest responses. Four adolescent subjects vere tested in tlie pilot study. In addition to the tape, the test booklet vas presented to each subject during the test. No cQjnplaint wzs reported during the test run and ail the four MMPI profiles ^ere valid. The criterion for invalidating a MMPI profile isa TR index�of less than a raw score of twelve or more than 30 omitted items. The MMPI is administered according to the basic guide-lines provided by Dahlstrom, Welsh, and Dahlstrom (1972) and Williams (19S6). Besides the Chinese MMPI. the Relation dimensions of both the Chinese transiation of the Family Environment Scale (FES; Moss and Moss. 1986) and the 
MMPI 6c Adolescent 31 Classroom. Environment Scale (CES; TrickeU and Moos, 1986) are also used. The Chinese versions of these scales were found to have comparable psychometric properties as the Eaglish. versions (Cheung k Lau. 19S5: Ma & Leimg, 1990). Since no Chinese norm has been developed, the subscores of each scale is computed by using the same method applied by Ma and Leung (1990): diviite the raw score by the number of relevaat items, so the range of these subscores is from 0.0 to l.O. The FES has tea subscaies that assess three sets of dimensions: the Relation dimensions, the Personal Growth dimensions, and the System Maintenance dimeasions. The CES consists nine subscaies that tap the same dimensions as of the FES but in a classroom enviroament instead. The present study measured oaiy the family and classroom Relationship dimensions, vhich 
f consist of six subscaies: Family Relation dimeasioas-1. Cohesion: measures the degree of commitment, help, and support family mefflfaers provide for one another. 2. Expressiveness： measures the extend to vhich family members are encouraged to act openly and to express their feelings directly, 
3. Conflict:measures the amount of openly expressed anger, aggression. and conflict among family members. Classroom relation dimeasions-1 Involvement: measures the extent to vhich students are attractive and interested in class activities, participate in discussions, and do additional vork on their own. I. Affiliation: measures the level of friendship students feel for each other, as expressed by getting to knov each other, helping each other with homework, and enjoying vorking together 3. Teacher Support: measures the amount of help and friendship the teacher manifests toward students; hov much the ‘ ' « 
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teacher talks openly with students, trusts them, and is interested in their ideas The Coabach alpha reliability coefficients of the Chinese versions FES Relationship dimeasioas subscales were： CohesioQ(.77). Expressiveaess(.2S). and ConflicU.SS). Those for the CES Relationship dimensions subscales vere: Involvefflent(.77), Affiliation(73). and Teacher Support(75). Items of the Relation dimensions are pooled together to form a 57 items Family and Classroom Environment Scale (FCES)(see Appendix D). A Personal Data Record Form including items on the social economic status of the subjects' families and the subjects' habit of drinking, smoking and soft drug use (see Appendix C). is given to each participant to complete before they start to answer the other tvo tests. For the institutionalized subjects, an Offence Classification form i$ given to the staff to complete for each participant concerning his offence type and frequency (see Appendix B), 
、 
- 一 - - 一 z 、 Proce<i«re： The questionnaires vere administered to subjects m groups during tvo one-hour sessions. Each group vas made up by ten to tventy subjects. In the first session, subjects first signed the consent form, then completed the Personal Data FormCPDF) and the Family and Classroom Eavironment Scaie(FCES). followed by the first 150 items of the MMPI. In the second session, they finished the rest of the MMPI. In order to ensure confidentiality and reduce the suspiciousness of the subjects, the folloK i^ng statement wzs given at ihe beginning of the first session to the delinquent group. 
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. 33 •I am Mr. Leung, aad I am a psychologist in training. I have been coming to the centre to clo some research work. All we are trying to do is to find out some of the reasons whjr some people get into a lot of trouble and others manage to keep out of it And so I am asking you to help by telling me about yow^if ckx)ugh answering the quesdonaaires. But I most explain chat anything yoQ putdowa is confidential, between oarselves, I come from outside-I work for a University-and I've notbii^ to do with the home services." 
To the secondary school students a similar statement vas read out at the beginning of the first session as follow: "I am Mr. Leungs and I am apsyciiol<^ in trmmng. I have been coming to the school to do some research woriL All we are trymg to study is the behaviow of adolescems and find out why some people get into a lot of troiibie and are put into cocrectiQiiinsdOttes and others mmage to keep oat of it And so I am asking yoo to help by teilij^ me ^xm ycwself through answering the quesdoonaires, BxH I must explain that ai^tbiiig ym pia down is confidential, between owseives. I come from ontade-I worfc for a Umversity-aDd I've nothing to do with Che school aad noiie of your teachets or school officials will read or know your responses," 
Furthermore, in building up a friendly atmosphere and to encourage truthful responses from the subjects, the experimenter vould go to the subject's seat and 
1 explain to the subject individually if the subject had any problem about the test. And at the end of the first session, the subjects were encouraged to express their feelings about the test and they vere also urged to come and finish the test in the next session. For seccmdary schools subjects, a computer printed thank you card vas also given to each of them at the end of the first session as an encouragement and reminder. 
I 
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Results In spite of the seriousness of offences committed were differeat, no significant difference on the MMPI profiles vas found among the samples from the three different institutions in the delinquent group. The difference on • personality profiles betveea the students from the tvo different schools vere also aonsignificaat Therefore, analyses throughout the study were based oa the entire delinquent group and the control group instead of the individual institute or school. The non-K-corrected raw scores, U.S. adolescent T scores, US. adult T scores and the Chinese T scores of the delinquent and control samples are listed in Table 4 . The rav scores as veil as all the T scores of the delinquents differed 
I significantly at <.01 level from those of their counterparts on all the validity scales and on Scales 4- 6.7, S and 9. In addition, the tvo groups are significantly different from each other at < 05 level on Scale 5. 
Insert Table 4 at about here 
On the adolescent norm (see Figure 1), the average delinquents' profile peaked on Scales 4 (T-69) and F (T=69), folloved by Scales 7, 2, and 8. All the other scales averaged beiov T score of 65. For the students, tlxe peak vas on Scale 2 vith no other scales having an average T score above 65, the cutoff point suggested by Archer et. ai. (1988). 
Insert Figure 1 at about here 
I On the U.S. adult norm (see Figure 2), the T scores vere much more elevated. The young offenders peaked on Scaies 8 (T»86) and F (T=84), folloved 
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• 35 by Scales 4. 7, 6, 2, and 9. The control subjects peaked on Scales S (T=SO) ajid F (T=74). followed by Scales 2 aad 7. Scale S for both groups reached SO and the F Scale of both groups elevated beyond T scores of 70, Six of the clinical scales were elevated beyond T scores of 70 for the delinquent group and the control group only had three clinical scales elevated beyond T scores of 70. 
Insert Figure 2 at about here 
T scores based on the Chinese norm were generally lover than those based on the adolescent norms and the IIS. adult norm (see Figure 3). The highest scores were found on Scale 4 (T=66) for the delinqueat sample. For the control sample, all the validity aad clinical scales were scored belov 60. 
Insert Figure 3 at about here 
. The average T score differences between the delinquent and the 
— secondary school students on the three set of norms were compared. Only Scale 4 and 6 had differences of 10 T scores for ail three sets of norms. No other scales had differences greater than 10 T scores on any set of the norms between the tvo groups. The MAC scale rav scores are shovn in Table 5. The MAC rav scores of the delinquents differed significantly from those of the students [t(273) = i i 66, fi<,OOOU, The average MAC scores for the delinquent group vas above 26 (M = 27.21), the cutoff suggested by Archer (1987) and Woifson and Erbaugh (19S4). All the,subgroups in the delinquent group also had higher than cutoff MAC scores vith subjects from Sha Tsui Detention Centre scoring the highest (M = 
• . 
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Insert Table 5 at about here 
Table 6 shows the F Scale rav scores and the ICH rav scores of both the delinquent and control groups and their subgroups. Both the F Scale rav scores and the ICH raw scores indicated significant differences betveen the delmquent group from its counterpart. The delinquent boys had significantly higher ICH scores (M = 2.88) than the students (M = 1,55), ！(225) = 5 � 7 , £<,0001. In addition, the young offenders also had significant higiier F Scale rav scores (M - 18-29) 
/ than the students (M= 13 筋t(273) - 5S7, £<.0001. Also as expected, the ICH rav scores vere significantly lover than the F Scale rav scores. 
Insert Table 6 at about here 
一 - 乂 、 ‘ The analysis of variance on the integrity of family in related to delinquency indicated no signiHcant family integrity main effect or interaction effect on family integrity and delinquency on the MMPI scales across all norms. Hovever, on the adolescent norms, significant family integrity effect vas found on Scale ( F(13) = 5-014, a<.02. The mean score for the intact family vas 60,12, and the mean score for the non intact family was 67.48. 
DiierlflilMBt AMI^^S •• MMPf Basic Scalcs 
I Discriminant analysis based on the MMPI scales indicated that all the four discriminant functions calculated by using MMPI rav scores, adolescent norms. 
參 
MMi^ i I^ Aikiid&ceat 37 U,S, adult aorm and the Chinese norm were sigaificant in differeatiating the delinqueat sample from the student sample (see Table 1 and S). However, among these four functions, those using the raw scores (Wilk's Lambda = .5%; Eigenvalue = .67S) and the adolescent norms (Wilk's Lambda = .597; Eigenvalue : .674) vere slightly better than the discriminant function using U.S. adult norm (Wilk's Lambda = .598： Eigenvalue = 673). with tHe one using the Chinese norm (Wilk's Lambda = .609: Eigeavalue = .648) being the weakest. Use the results of the analysis to classify subjects into one of the tvo groups result in an overall hit rale of Sl% (223 out of 275) by applying the function using U�S‘ adult norm, followed by the one using adolescent norm (SO.4%) and Chinese norm (79,6% ) � T h e function using the raw scores had the least hit raie 
I (79.3%) among the four functions. 
Insert Table 7 at about here Insert Table S at about here 
Table 9 indicatad that variables having the highest loading of all the 
一 functions were Scales 4, 6, and 9 on which high scores were characteristic of the delinquent group. For the control sample, high negative loadings on the L and K scales vere characteristic across the different fuaqtions. So the delinquents vere distinguished from the nondelinquents on Scales 4, 6, and 9 and on Scales L and K. 
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• 38 The Fani l i Cla^nMM Eavlroaneat Sc«l« The internal coasisteacy reliability coefficients (Cronbach alpha) of ail the FCES scales were computed. The Cronbach alpha of the Expressiveness scale vas found to be low (alpha = 26) evea vith the deletion of one item in the scale. One item was also deleted from each of the classroom relaUoa dimensions scales so as to improve the iaternal consistency reliability of the dimeasioas. The Cronbach alpha coefficients of the FCES scales are presented in Table 10. These coefficients vere similar to those in the studies by Cheung and Lau (19S5).and Ma and Leung (1990). The coefficients of the scales in their 
« studies were： Cohesion (.77). ExpressiveGess(.2$), and CoafUctUS), Iavoivement(,77). Affiliation(73), and Teacher SupportC.73). 
Insert Table 10 at about here 
The youngsters in the control group scored significantly higher on the 
一 z Expressiveness and Affiliation scales at the <.01 level, and at the <.05 level in the Cohesion. Involvement and Teacher Support scaies than their delinqueat counterpart (see Table U), However’ no significant difference was found betwfen the tvo groups on the Coaflict scale. 
Insert Table i 1 at about here 
DIscrimliMAt 為Ml科is Based oa Sotb the MMPI Bwic Sct lw and the FCES Scales Similar to the discrijninant analysis using only the MMPI basic scales, discriminant analysis based on both the MMPI and FCES scales aiso indicated that 
J 
MMPI 5c Adolescent 39 all the four discriminant fuactions caiculated by using MMPI raw scores and . « FCES scales scores, adolesceat norms and FCES scales scores, U.S. adult norm and FCES scales scores, the Chinese norm and the FCES scales scores were significant in differentiating the delin que at sample from the student sample (see Table 12 and 13), Again, amoag these four functions, those using FCES scales scores and the adolescent norms (¥iik s Lambda = .591 Eigenvalue = .693). the rav scores (Wilk's Lambda 二 .592; Eigenvalue - .690) aad the ILS, adult norm. (Wilk's Lambda = .592; Eigenvalue = .690) were better than the discriminant function using with the Chinese aorm (Wilk's Lambda = 607: Eigenvalue : ,64S). Use the results of the analysts to classify subjects into one of the two groups result in an overall hit rate of Sl.3% (213 out of 262) by applying the fuactioa using adolesceat norms and FCES scales scores, followed by the one using FCES scales scores with U.S. adult norm (79.4%) aad Chinese norm (79.4%). The functioa using the rav scores and FCK scales scores had the least hit rate (78.6%) among the four functions. Whan compared with the discriminant functions using only MMPI basic scades. the functions included the FCES scales 
一 一 z predicting variables were found to be similar in predictability (see Table 7 and Table 12). 
Insert Table 12 at about here Insert Table 13 at about here 
Similar lo the previous discriminant analysis findings presented in Table 




Insert Table 14 at about here 
TSie ^ r ^ M m X fr9«p3 Contrary to vhat was expected’ vhen the conduct grade was taken into account in the control sample, no significant difference was found between those with good conduct grade (A aad B) and those wilh low conduct grade (C or below) on their personality profiles (突e Table 15). On the adolescent norm, the good conduct sUideats' profile peaked on Scale 2 only with, no other scale having T scores above 65. The same vas found for the poor conduct group. On the 
U.S. adult aorm, botli groups peaked on Scales 8, F aad 2 followed by Scale 7. Scale 8 for both groups reached a. T score of 80. Oa the Chinese aorm. the elevatioQS were much lower with no scale having a T score above 60 for either group. 
一 Insert Table 15 at about here 
Table 16 shoved that both the good and poor conduct students vere not aicohoiic or drug prone. The MAC scores for both group were well below the cutoff aiid vere not significantly different. 
Insert Table 16 at about here 
• t 
• ^ 
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Insert Table 17 at about here 
The scores on the FCES scales are listed in Table 18. No significant difference was found between the good and poor conduct group. Both groups had a middle scores on most of the scales except for the conflict scales. The score was low on the conflict scale (M = 2S) for the good conduct group as well as for the poor conduct group (M= 33). This implk^d that family members of all the studeat did not express their anger or conflict among family members. 
Insert Table 18 at about here 
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Discussion Findings support the clinical utility of the MMPI in differentiating delinquents from nondelmqueals in Hong Kong. The young offenders of the present study had a 4-F-7 profile when the Marks et, al. (1974) adolescent norms were used. When the U.S. adult norm was applied, a S-F-4 profile was obtained. The Chinese norm provided a 4-6-9 profile vith only the meaa T score on Scale 4 over 60. For the control sample, a 2-5-S profile was obtained vhea the adolescent norms vere used. However, only Scale 2 had a T score greater than 65. This was different from the typical adolescent MMPI profile found by Galiucci (1987) with elevations on Scale 4’ F’ and S using Marks eL al. norms. When the U.S. adult aorm was applied, a 8-F-2 profile was obtained. The Chinese norm did not produce deviaat profile for the studeats. The most elevated scale was Scale 4 with a T score of 55. followed by Scale 7(T=53) and l(T=52). Since different norms produce differeat profiles, no typical delinquent profile as veil as Excitatory Scales or Suppressor Scales is identified. However, the delinquent boys had sigaificantly elevated T scores on Scale 4(Pd) in 
- - 一 . compari^n with those of the student sample across the different norms. This coincides with the previous findings on MMPI with delinqueat respondents thai Scale 4 could be used to discriminate delinquents from aoadelinquents. So, results again coafirm that Scale 4 elevation remains to be a good indicalor of delinquency among adolescent boys. The results of discriminant analyses indicate that, high scores on Scales 4, 6, and 9 were characterisUcs of the juveaiie delinquents. According to Archer (1987), adolescents with high scores on these three scales aiay be socially extroverted, impulsive, high sensation-seeking, hostile, resentful, have low frustration tolerance level, egocentric, suspicion and distrust in interpersonal relationships, and have greater likelihood of school conduct and 
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• 43 school adjustment problems. Moreover, the young offenders also had significantly higher scores on the psychotic triad (Scales 6, 7. aad 8) than the secondary school students. On the other hand, the students in the control sample had significantly higher scores on the L and K Scales. Therefore the relative lower L and K scales scores among the delinquent group may further enhance the accuracy in predicting delinquency ia addition to the relatively higher scores on Scales 4,6 and 9, Although Scales 4，6, and 9 vere effective in 
« differentiating the delinquents from secondary school sUidents. they were not necessarily the most elevated scales in the delinquent profiles. Therefore, clinicians should exercise caution in the prediction of delinquency by using 3 point codetype. Clinicians should not solely use the profile codetype as the criterion in predicting delinquency. Elevations on Scales 4, 6’ and 9 as well as their differences from the aormal sample should also be considered (see Fig. 3). The elevated Scales 4’ 6’ and 9 can be considered as a pusedo-Excitatory Scales in identifying delinquent prone adolescents. High scores on these scales may indicate that the adolescent is a potential delinqueat. Other factors like 
• — - 一 一 personal experience, facaiiy background, living area, and socioecononiic status, should then be investigated for a more accurate prediction on the iikeiihood of the youngster to become delinquent. Once all available informaiioa point to the direction of high risk in becoming delinquents, appropriate precaution steps should then be takea to prevent the diiolescent from, becoming delinquent. Discriiniaaiit analysis also shows that the raw scores and the three norm sets are largely equivalent in their capacity to differeatiale accurately between the delmqueal and aoadeiiaqueat adolescents. The T-score values for the US. adult nprm appear too high" and the Chinese norm appear "too low' for delinquent samples The utility of these normative sets in discriminating between delinqueat and nondeliaqueat adolescent samples appears to be very 
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• 44 comparable. The Chinese norm provided a clinical profile for the young offenders which was similar in paUern to those found by using the adolescent norms�However, the overall elevations of scores vas much lower when the Chinese norm was used, vith aoae of the validity and clinical scales having T scores over 70. la fact only Scale 4 had a T score of over 60. vhile all other scales had T scores of 60 or below with the use of Chinese norm. The U.S. adult norm, on the other hand, produced profiles which characteristically peaked on Scales F and S, in addition to elevations on Scales 4’ 7, 6’ 2, and 9. This predicament is similar to the discrepancies found between the aduit and the adolescent norms (Williams. 19S6; Klinge eL ai. 1978) and the discrepancies found betveea the U�S�and the Chinese norm (Cheung, & Song, 1989; Cheuag, 19S5) The use of the Chinese norm, like the use of the adolescent norms, produced profiles vhich were more discriminative among the validity and clinical scales but with much lower overall elevatioas. Most MMPI researchers recommend the use of both aduit and adolescent norms in interpreting 
一 - z adolescent profiles (Archer, 19S4.1987; Graham, 19S7; Williams, 19S6; Williams 6c Butcher. 1989). while Cheung, Zhao and Wu (in press) recommended the use of both original U.S. and the Chinese norms in the in tar pre nation of MMPI with Chinese subjects. An combined approach may be used in the clinical interpretation of Chinese adolescents MMPI profiles. Both the Marks et al. (1974) adolescent and Chinese aornis as well as the U.S. aduit aorsi may be adopted to provide a fuller range of assessment information to the clinicians. However, this may only be an ideal recommeQclatioQ as almost all of the local practicioQers do Qot have the Maries ei. al. U974) adolescent norms on hand. Besides; the computerized scoring and interpretation system only provides U.S. a4iiit5 and at most Chinese norms for references. Therefore, due to the similarities between the Marks et. al. (1974) adolescent norms and the Chinese 
MMPI k Actolescsnt 45 norm on the overall MMPI paUeros. the use of Chinese norm in scoring and interpreting the adolescent profiles in the local clinical settings is recommeaded. But In the long run, adolescent norms should be iacorporate into the computer scoring system and the clinicians should get themselves familiar with the adolescent aorms. The results further shoved that both MAC and ICH scales vere able to 
« discriminate between delinquent and control subjects. As indicated in the comparison of the MAC raw scores betveen the delinquent and secondary school students, the young offenders had significantly higher MAC rav scores above the cutoff than their counter parts�This coincides with the self-reported habit of drinking and use of soft drug. Moreover, significantly higher ICH rav scores were found among the delinquent group. The ICH may be used as a third indicator of proaeaess to delinqueat behaviour. Based on the results, the cutoff may be set at 2,0 since noae of the coQtrol sample subgroups had an ICH raw score close to 2.0 and all the delinqueat subgroups had their ICH scores above 2 0�Further research oa the ICH is required to confirm the use of ICH 2.0 raw score as a cutoff for delinquency. Although the iCHl raw scores of both delinquent and control groups vere significantly lower than the original F scale rav scores, the ICHl raw scores for both the delinquent (ICH raw : 2.9) 
and the control group (ICH rav = 1.6) vere about Lvice as high than that of the Hong ？:oag prisoners (ICH raw = 12) and Hong Koag normals (ICH raw = S) obtained by Cheung et�al, (1991). The relatively high ICHl scores of the current samples may imply that adolescents in their early teens have a tendency to endorse more items on the iafrequency scales than adults. Further research on the applicatioQ of the ICHl is necessary before this hypothesis can be proven. The discriminant functioas derived by using both the MMPI basic scales and FCES scales indicated that most of the FCES scales (except the Conflict scale) 
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• 46 have some contributions (about half of those of Scales L and K) to the differentiation of delinquents from aondelinquents (see Table 14). although the main contributioa still lies on the MMPI scales 4,6.9. L. and K. This implies that personaiity characteristics are crucial in the appearance of delinquent behaviours. It also supports the hypothesis pointed out by Dahlstrom. Welsh and Dahlstroni(1975) that the personality variables seem to set the stage, with other factors tipping the balance in the relationship between personality and social deviant behaviour: No significant different on the MMPI profiles vas found betveen subjects from intact family and broken family except for the Scale 4 T scores vith adolescent norms. This may imply that the adolescent norms aire good in indicating the relationship between family integrity and delinquency (Scale 4 is a good indicator of delinquency). Hovever, the results may also show the limitation of the present study as the sample size different betveen the two groups is very large (N = 209 for intact family and 65 for broken family), z Besides, families being classified as broken may not be really broken as parents not living together due to works out of town or death is also included in the broken family group. Hovever, if only the families with parents divorced or separated are included in the broken family group, the sample size will 'be too small for meaningful comparison. For further study, a larger sample size as veil as clear classification criteria for broken family should be used. In the comparison of the perception on family and school by the delinquent and controi groups, significant differences betveen the two groups vere found. The deiinquenl perceived their families as not supportive and family members vere not encouraged to express their feelings directly. At school, they vere not interested in classroom activities and did not participate in discussions. They vere aioot and believed teachers vere usually not 
47 interested in their ideas and seldom trusted them. However, subjects from both groups perceived their families members would moderately express their anger, aggression and conflict among each other at home. Results are similar to previous findings, delinquents are generally feel alieaated coaceraing relalioaships with family members, classmates and teachers. They have less positive perceptions on family and teachers and lead to evaluate their teachers negatively and they are also alieaated from their school curiculau Oa Ihe other hand, aondelinqueats have more positive perception on their families and teachers. They perceived that family members and teachers are supportive, they can express their opinion and feelings openly at home. They are interested in school curicula and have good relalioaships with classn^s. It seems that a supportive family relations, a positive school eavironment together with stronger bonds with, family members’ classmates and teachers caa attenuate stressful events and prevent youngsters from involving in deliaqueat behaviour. 
一 z Contrary to the expectations, no significant difference vas found between the high and iov conduct groups vithin the student sample in any of ihe above , mentioned scales. This may be related to the way the teachers assign conduct grades to their students. Teachers are hesitant to give a C grade or belov to -their students as it may affect the school image if a lot of 和dents getting a C or below conduct grade. Therefore, unless the student has reputedly and seriously violate the school regulations, a C or belov conduct grade is seldom given. This is reflected on the larger sample size on the good conduct group than the poor conduct group. In addition, the students may not report their conduct trufully so as to render a good impression to the researcher. So in future studies, conduct grades should be obtained directly from the scfaooJ officials rather than rely on the students seif-report. Besides, the year-end 
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4S general conduct grade should be used instead of the term grade as it may fluctuate from, one term to another and may Qot be a good indicator of the studeat's overall behavioural performance at school. In the current study, students vere simply requested to report the conduct grade as indicated in their transcript Some studeats may put dowa the overall conduct and some may put down the most recent one. Furthermore, the large differeace betveen the sample size of the two groups (n=U5 vs n-5l) may also affect the result of comparison. Some other limitations of the study are that the delinquent and control samples are not totally matched. Students are mainly from Shamshuipo and Shatin districts where as delinquent boys are from diverse districts. Besides, subjects' parental education background is unknown, which may hinder the comparison of socioeconomic status of the subjects. Moreover, the relationship between the Family and Classroom Environment Scale and the MMPI is not clear. Results in the present study only indicated that personality is prominent in 
一 一 - z related to the appearance of delinquent behaviour and ike family and classroom relations are contributive to Qondelinqueiicy in a lesser extend than personality. Hovever. hov these three factors interact vith each other is unknovn. Furthermore, the reliability of the conflict scale is so lov that k should be dropped from analysis as vhat had been done by Ma.and Leung (1990). The MMPI is again proven to be useful in discriminating delinquents and nondelinquents. especially on Scale 4. It may be more fruitful in the investigation of the variables contributing to delinquency if a longitudinal study can be performed before the students reach adulthood. The iMMPI profiles of those vho are later arrested in their late adolescent should be compared vith those of the institutionaiized juvenile deiinqueats aad those that have no record of police contacts to see hov the personality variables as veil as other 
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49 family or social factors may affect the behaviour. Although. Wiliiams (1986), Archer (19S7) and Graham (19S7) had suggested to exercise caution in interpreting the supplementary scales, the entire MMPI (566 items) should be administered so that the coatant scales as well as other supplementary scales caa be scored and more inforraatioa can be obtained, in that way. the MMPI vi l l then be fully uulized. la the present study, since only the first items plus those items related to MAC were used, the content scales vere not andysed. This is the first step in investigating the MMPI with adolescents in Hong Kong. Further studies in this area are needed before the applicability of the MMPI on Hong Kong adolescents is clear. In the next step more students should be recruited from diverse school districts and female subjects should also be included. In addition, larger sample size and wider age raage should be covered. More important, a local adolescent norm should be established for the local population. Although the new MMPI-A vi l l be published within tvo months, the establishmeat of a local adolesceat norm bases on the original MMPI is 
一 z necessary. The original MMPI had already been translated and adapted to the Chinese population and was found to be useful in applying to the Chinese adults. The addition of an adolescent norm will further, strengthen its appiicabiiity. Besides, the traasiatioa and adaptation of the new MMPl-A mil take awhile. In the meantime, the original MMPI will remain the most popular assessment instrument in the local mental health settings. As a conclusion, personality is proved to be more crucial in the appearance of deUnquency amoag adolescents And the MMPI is useful in identifying the most prominent personality characteristics reiaUng to delinquency. 
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• 59 Appendix A Validity Scales: 
？ (Cannot say) Scale ： The number of omitted items. Suggests uncooperativeness or defensiveness if over 30 items are left unansvered-L (Lie) Scale : Measures the tendency to ciaim an excessive amount of virtue. High scores reflect a tendency to present an overly favourable self-image. 
J F Scale : Measures the tendency to endorse rare or unusual attributes. High i score may suggest faking, confusion, disorganization or severe disturbance. 
/ K Scale ： Measures an individual's unviilingness to disclose personal information. High scores reflect defensiveness or the individual's unrealistic viev of himself or herself. Clinical Scales: Scale 1 (Hs) Hypochondriasis： Measures the neurotic tendency to develop or claim somatic problem. High scorers have many vague physical 
5 complaints. They are described as uniiappy. complainings demanding, hostile, and attention seeking. Scale 2 (D) Depression: Lov mood, lov self-esteem and feelings of inadequacy are reflected in high scores on this scale High scorers are described as shy. moody, pessimistic, despondent, over-con trolled, guilt-ridden and depressed. Scale 3 (Hy) Hysteria: High scorers rely on repression and denial to manage conflict. They tend to develop physical symptoms under stress. They are described as naive, gullible, outgoing, visible, demanding, manipulative and noninsightful. • * 
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• 60 Scale 4 (Pd) Psychopathic deviate： Measures anti-social behaviour such as impulsivity, poor social judgement, disregard for rules and authority, hostility, and aggressiveness. High scorers are found to be extroverted, exhibitionistic, controlling and manipulative in social situations, immature, and to have difficulties in interpersonal relationships. Scale 5 (Mf) Masculinity-femininity: This scale measures sex role aUitudes and behaviour. High scoring males are vieved as being passive, sensitive, effeminate and as having broad interests; conflict over heterosexual behaviour are often found. High scoring females are vieved as masculine, a|;gressive. adventurous, and as having narrow interests. Scale 6 (Pa) Paranoia: This scale reflects characteristics such as suspiciousness, aloofness, shrevdness, and guardedness that are found among paranoid individuals. High scorers tend to be hostile, . argumentative, angry, resentful and tend to externalize blame. Scale 7 (Pt) Psychasthenia: this scale measures anxiety, obsessive-compulsive behaviour and general maladjustment. Individuals vho score high on this scale are seen as tense, worried, preoccupied, and phobic. They tend • to in telle ctualke and ruminate about problems. Scale 8 (Sc) Schizophrenia: High scorers on this scale have'unconventional, schizoid and alienated life styles. They are vithdravn. moody, feel confused and have unusuaJ ideas. Very high score reflects bizarre mentation, personality disorganization, delusion and haJlucmations. Scale 9 (Ma) Hypomania： High scores reflects energetic sociable, impulsive. 
！ overly optimistic characteristics. These individuals tend to be irritable, moody, impatient and grandiose. Some evidence of mood disturbance and flight of ideas may be present in very high scorin g individuals. 
MMPI 5c Adolescent 
• 61 Scale 0 (Si) Social introversion： High score on this scale suggests social introversion, Characteristics of overcoatrol, shyness, lethargy, tension, guilt proaeaess, and withdraval are present for high scorers. Lov scoring individuals are vieved as extroverted. They are outgoing, undercontroiied, visible, socially forvard, aggressive and impulsive. 
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‘ Appeadii B 
丨 OFFENCE CLASSIFICATION' j . : 
I ‘ • . I • j • C;se Number: i 
‘ I Ml I I I r I H I I . _ L I I I — • — ^ ― — ^ - 丨 . _ . I • I I I :Frggoeacy ofrimi—na c o ctei Gfrggr^ Boy^  H o m g / H r r s r / ' t r j r I \ KIiid(s) and freqrigacy of prgviots rcadeggai ^ rntintsojs) (if any): . | —•“ i , ！ …— 
； I Hogei/ 80 '^ Hotnd Otgrn x&err • I 
； i = 1 -—— 
- ‘ 1 
i P l e a s e ！ 
• — — . 一 » » < . • i • h ' 
! ！ 
r •圓 r - - - . 一 — - • 一 — ‘ 
‘ I i » _ . _ ^^^^^^  • I • Q f f j j i i c i P r e v i o u s Qffggce<s) Curreot Offencsfs) j 
；1. Against Lawfqj Aadioncy . | :A, UalawfuT^ octety ： I 
U a i a w f q l A s s a m d t y . ~ • _ . — 
. j c D i K y d e n F i g n u nf? t a P u b l i c P l a c e - ： j 
: d . P o g g s g p g o t O t l e i r a v H W e a p o a •‘ j jtf. ？enqry ： | If. SacaoeanaReacaie. • : !_ •-• 
— ！ g. Impq f^lagj^ PoUcgOglcgr ； i iL SceacflofBo^ : . ~[ :L R.gsi5tiagAire5C , • ！ j jj. C^ iwrQtfeQcesAgamgUwtptAudwcuy ‘ ！ | 
； • ： i • X~Ag«iost pTxiiUc Moraiicr " i - , 
一 ^ ^ ia. Rmtw \ ；― I -o. ladesceigAssuitoQacpTnnla ‘, ； j c. Pnjcwauoa. AJMucaogot" FeaLaig . : ^ 
• d . u o i a w T u t S < i a u a i [iuerco<irse : — “ ； ； 
；i?. Incaat i • ； ‘ i I £. U Qcacufai S<ixuai0ttences | [g. keeping a^ ci"Esiabiisiimeflt. • � ‘ ; 
丨'0. OdierOtfeacesAgamstPubiic Monthcy ‘ i 
： . i ；3. Agaiaat ihe Peraoa • • } 
！ a. Murder . ： ‘ ! 
；b. Imanaqde ： • [ :c. Maflsiaqgota^ AgetapcedMurder ..� : 
< d . W ' o o n d t a g • ； 
；e. Senous Assaoic ‘ f. AJooraoQ . I 
g . K i q c a o p m g • 
:a. . ： 1. CrueicycotTIiiid .• ‘ ;'^ier(y.fenceyti!e P?noa ‘ 
I ^ II , I I I • - - ‘ — ' 
i ^ vy C • 
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;4. Ag^iiat ?ropettf . -4 iTRodbgr i • b. 3urgiflfv ： f ic. Blnrfmail • i IdTheti ： j i e. Decepgoa i 
二•^，” ： f i •"TCfimiiiai Damage wTrooeffV ； 4 ituLotjKmig i 
；TTHflnfllmg Stolea Goods/Uoigwrut ptjssesaoa ； [ :J. C^er Gllgacg Aggiiigt*rcogtty f - ~— f • 5. AgMjaai. uie ？gxnti ； —\ Try^essicaoi a zzz^ [izzL： ?^C^  ！ 1 ;b. Fcgery^ Ggaitterfeiang . —««1 i c Sabety/Cc^ oaQg i 
；ct. ？ossesaoa ot Anns and m^munmca i • e. Coasoifacy • ； : 1 TOxhertXfeaces AgaigEche ？eafli Cgde . ； i 6. A^ aamat Local Law 1 
；a- CommofiAssauiC • . i lb. Sotiaongto:inmiccaiP^ irpose i 
；cTTTsin^ lRe HoajlCQC^  LP. Cart otAnoaig- Psrsca ； . [ I d, Ramaimng m H, K. Uniawtntly wttiioutdie Agt^ octty ‘ [ j ""ofDirector of ImimgninoQ : : [ ‘e. 8reacfl ot Import,' ExportRegntauoii : —\ I'f. 3reacti ot Otfagr Imaugraaott Regniaaons- ； .. • 1 ‘ 
jgTvaa^ero^Ocivwg • j 
！ a. Oileacgs AgainstProcecaoaot Wotnaiiano Juvgatie ； ： 1 
！ i, 3 ceaca oi Supervtsioa Coler/Couti Order | :|. C'ciigrOtfeacssagaiagLocat Laws 丨 —i ‘ . - ‘ "“ I 
；iTNltrcctjc Offeg» ‘ ； i a. Nianaiacxunng o{ Daflgerous Drugs " ‘ 1 % Tradic^ iflg m. Daageroqs Drug? • i 
；c, ？ossgssmg ot Dangerous Drug? toe UaUwTul TnuScnng ； | i d. Simple ？ossgsaoa ot Dangerous Drag•？ ^ , : “ i ‘e._Ke«oui£a Divan i ^ f. SmoiCLCg^ Consxinimg ot Dangerous Dcufs 1 ii, PossesgoQoi Lostrumeots torCoosgguflg Dangerous Drugs . ； h. CiterNarccuc Offeocgs : ； 
‘ 
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Appeadix C 
値 人 資 料 
’出生日斯 r 19 年 . _ _ a _ - H . — 
最 近 就 謓 年 级 :_.‘ . : … 4 . • . . _ , 
父 親 裙 棻 及 裙 位 : ： ^ 
母 親 截 案 及 截 位 ： : 、 _ - _ ： _ ^ ‘ 
丨 家 庭 每 拜 缤 _ 入 ： （ 請 匣 出 疰 宴 泞 一 項 ） 
. • ’ • • 
1 . 少 於 HK$ 2,999 
2* HK$ 3,000 - 4,999 / 
3. HKS 5,000 - 6,999' / 
4. HK$ 7,000 - 8,399 ‘ , . 丨 
5. HKS 9,000 - 10,999 
6 . 多 於 HK$ 1 1 , 0 0 0 
. . 7 . 其 fe ：约 HK$ 
家 庭 唐 住 房 屋 類 別 ： （ 請 圏 出 適 ‘ 當 的 一 項 ） 
1 . 公 共 屋 驴 
2 . 居 者 有 其 屋 
. 一 «? ^.r I 樓 - 办 
一 、 . . • 丄 有 獨 設 施 （ 如 私 家 浴 室 或 爵 薪 
： 一 ^ b . 無 攝 3 1 設 施 • 
： 4 . 臨 時 房 屋 、： 
j 5 . 里 § / 村 g 
6.互 MJ 木 M. 
7 • 天 台 房 屋 
S . 其 他 ： _ s 
居 住 ‘ 地 § ： ： . , • 
下 列 二 題 ， 請 圉 出 適 當 的 一 項 ： 一 
； 父 逯 是 e 同 庄 • • 1•是 2 • 否 （ 請 缓 答 下 題 ） 
父 母 不 同 庄 的 原 因 ： 1 . 生 病 2 . 死 亡 3 . 分 居 
4 . 出 外 工 作 5 . 雞 婚 
.J ‘‘,... 
- • 
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下 列 各 證 ’ I f 圉 出 適 莒 的 二 項 ： 
. 你 入 浣 莉 是 S 喜 i t 钦 含 渣 糟 纹 芸 ： 
^ 1 • 是 ( I f 缥 答 下 證 ） 2 . e 
你 A 浣 i t r 常 钦 那 類 含 ‘ 巷 锖 钦 芸 ： （ 可 圉 多 項 ） 
. 1 . 埤 s 
. c 、 ： 2 . 餐 ： 渣 
3 , 寂 
, 4•拔藺挫 
由 國 n s • 
3 • 其 他 [ — -
每 .星期•.歆多少次 . / 
每 次 钦 多 少 . 杯 或 一 一 攝 
你 入 院 前 是 否 喜 款 圾 煙 ： , ~ 
一 1 . 是 （ 請 漠 答 下 題 ） 2 . 否 -
平 均 毎 日 圾 ： . _ » 枝 或 _ — s 
你 入 院 莉 . . 是 否 f 試 過 服 食 钦 佺 藥 物 ： . 
� 1. i f 請 涝 筌 下 種 ） . 
平 均 每 5 ^ 每 星 期 服 食 多 少 次 ： . — — 笨 
. ( 請 f f l 去 不 齑 甭 的 一 項 ) .... 
* For Delinquents 
• , ‘ - , V •, . . , . . • 
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下 初 各 證 丨 請 S 出 踱 富 时 一 項 : 、 
. l 你 是 荅 , 款 钦 含 商 精 钦 品 ： f 
: 1 . 是 （ 請 下 S ) 2•否 
你 寓 钦 部 類 含 香 精 欢 品 ： （ 可 圏 多 項 ） 
-‘ 1 ？5 
S: . , . - ：. 2l g i ^ 
3. S 士 .忌 
4 . 拔 蘭 地 -
、 5 . 中 國 • 
6 . 其 他 ： ： ： . “ 一 
• / 毎 星 期 钦 多 少 次 ： _ _ 
每 次 钦 多 少 f f 或 _ - 罐 
你 是 否 . i r 吸 煙 • -
, 1 • 是 （ 請 缜 荅 + 證 ） 2 . 否 
y .、 罕 均 毎 日 圾 ： ^ 技 或 _ —丄包 
你 是 e 賞 試 過 臞 食 钦 性 藥 物 ： 、 
. \ 1 . 是 ( m m筌下.題> 2.否 
> r 
平 均 每 5 / 每 星 期 服 食 多 少 次 - ^ 
：7 ( 請 删 . 去 不 適 眉 的 一 項 ） 
蓓 n •  片 B C D "H F … 
^For Control Subjects 
• } , , . / . 
» y . ‘‘ . ' * 
• .. ' ' ... • 
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Appendir D 
• • 家 庭 及 課 室 群 性 環 境 量 表 
• 提 示 ： 以 下 I I . 目 S 訝 於 你 對 — 自 己 家 莛 及 窆 己 說 • 書 拜 
邡 一 进 m 學 和 老 師 的 看 法 ， ’ 若 題 苡 你 家 5 1 
•r . . . . . . 
. “ 或 皋 校 的 f t 況 ， 請 茌 （ 是 ） 袼 内 作 （ > / ) U 
、 不 驳 的 g , 請 在 （ 否 ） 络 内 作 ( V ) 號 • ； 若 f t 统 . 
’ 介 乎 二 者 之 間 , m 芑 作 沽 計 ， 芸 铰 茳 的 一 方 。 
5€ § » tA捫希望知M化葑自已豕-适及妥f^ 3'ii 
看 法 , 所 以 . 不 必 去 想 其 他 人 m 你 家 . 楚 孽 孜 3 t r 
看 法 ， 只 要 根 迻 你 對 自 己 冢 庭 及 . ' 學 校 莉 印 家 
：,m荅就可•以+了。 _ ‘…： 
ssr • • . cx 
1 . 家 人 真 d 相 筑 纺 和 支 待 。 _ _ . 
2 . 家 人 富 陲 甭 他 朽 的 慼 . 受 。 —— 
3 . 赉 們 在 家 裡 富 • 執 。 —— — _ . 
� 4 . 在 孓 裡 . m 巧 常 無 m 池 3 . 費 ’ 時 m - ： 一 _ 
s . 在 家 裎 ’ 我 i f ! m m m 欲 言 ， ； _ — — 
S . 家 人 甚 少 将 怒 氣 4 作 岀 芡 。 \ _ -
7 . 在 家 遼 H 敬 萏 澄 ， 我 f ? 部 靈 力 而 為 。 _ - _ -
3 . 在 家 涅 g 猓 氣 而 又 不 放 怒 家 人 是 一 泮 雞 事 
家 人 有 薛 赏 怒 至 虱 逛 菜 菌 。 r _ ： — 
1 0 . 我 們 家 人 一 運 和 氣 。 . ： — — — — 
11. a --n彼炊互誶m人問if� _ . —— 
1 2 • . 人 荃 少 發 脾 氯 。 . _ . 
• — 
. ’• • • “ .J ... • . , ‘ "V, , •‘. . ‘ “ 
• x 4 
MMPIfex\dolsscsat 
* 6S 
: � U . 家 湮 耷 蓽 要 游 時 ， 岔 捫 舀 少 芑 告 莕 勇 去 欽 ， - _ — — 
雪 舆 之 所 至 , n 'H M上去敌。 ——_ 
i s . m人绖君互相沘誶3 . , ———-
1 6 . 冡 人 冥 心 互 相 支 洚 。 
：‘- i f . § ^ m n ^mmm m言家人•中结會有人慼 ~ -
到 不 突 ° 
1 3 . 冡 人 有 蒔 互 t § 扛 . 菜 � ~ - — — • 
• 19.:茌 s f i 家.m, mmm 渖很差。：. _ . — 
2 0 . 贫 們 & 人 通 常 公 諾 纣 論 金 錢 和 付 s 藺 a 。 … — — — . 
2 1 . . 贾 若 家 人 意 見 不 合 ， 玟 們 會 設 法 互 相 璗 就 . ； ~ — • 
以 求 和 洽 3 , 
22. m n m能和洽：相富。 - _ ^ — ‘ 
. 23. 們 逢 宫 都 小 心 說 證 ， 楚 H 罪 對 ‘ 万 。 . ^ 一 . 一 
2 4 . 在 冡 申 ， 每 鏟 人 ' 都 希 望 各 方 面 均 勝 對 方 一 
M 3 . . 
2 5 . 茁 残 f l 家 淫 , 毎 1 茵 人 郐 享 有 足 夠 的 閭 暇 裙 
M M ° , 
^ � 2 6 . 茌 苕 們 家 裡 , 有 不 少 舆 紂 論 。 . ， - ： V . 
一一 27. S 家 m , 我 i f ! 相 ] 言 置 零 大 穿 ， 是 不 諸 . M P 人 芍 。 _ - — — 
道 班 的 同 學 H 力 致 丨 好 谊 們 竚 二 作 。 . ： _ _ 
29. m 玨 的 m m彼&很了 m。 • — — - ~ -
3 0 . 老 缔 花 很 少 薛 間 和 學 1 续 i s � • ———— 
3 1 . 這 进 的 同 學 常 會 發 白 日 夢 。 - _ _ 
• . 32. 的 同 學 沒 芎 舆 . 淺 去 涊 潆 其 进 孥 生 。 | ... 
眷 
2 3 . 老 m m每一：茵學生菰琨菏t�-:� _ - _ 
:
24 . m學芎莒不m湏过看手莛或w m - _ . _ 
25. i t ;1J ^ tz 芸 了 友 H ’ .‘ ： . .___ ： 
MMPI & Adolescent 
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• 3 6 . 老 師 滚 葫 友 多 淤 逮 攉 寂 。 ~ - — 
37. X 部 份 的 同 學 冥 I E 昔 心 M 老 舔 的 說 结 ° - ~ —— 
3 8 . 在 逭 涅 很 容 易 技 到 一 圭 同 皋 一 起 丨 故 - 画 小 - ~ - ~ 
“ 组 習 作 。 
39 . 老 锸 會 玫 下 芑 己 的 I ： 作 去 絜 纺 學 生 � — “ ： 
4 0 , 很 少 同 學 參 予 班 上 莳 纣 淦 或 活 勤 。 — — — 
4 1 . 窆 班 同 學 喜 赏 一 起 進 行 小 组 窗 作 。 ： ——•~ 
• 老 m 有 丨 蒔 营 為 戆 3 些 荅 不 到 問 題 的 學 生 。 • — 一 一 
4 3 . 有 些 同 學 在 上 H 蒔 窵 纸 筷 或 • 溥 纸 仔 。 • . — —— 
4 4 . 同 學 S ： 歐 互 相 幫 纺 荽 決 功 I I 上 莳 問 I I 。 ， • ： _ ： — — 
；t 4 5 . 老 師 會 奚 落 學 生 。 ——~-
4 6 . 同 學 有 蒔 會 在 室 上 晟 当 他 們 的 習 作 。 ———— 
4 7 . 同 孽 沒 有 很 多 骧 會 互 钼 涊 漾 對 方 。 ————,, 
4 8 . 如 杲 同 學 有 M 逮 U 論 一 . M 問 題 ， 老 師 會 找 — 
時 閭 安 排 。 
4 9 . 渲 班 w r m 多 同 孽 在 上 n 時 是 半 夢 半 醒 旳 。 ‘ •一- - .一 •• 
^ 、 s o . 在 m m , 要 涊 m 每 茵 ' 人 的 名 字 霈 要 展 長 ^ ； - _ 
時 閭 。 . 
5 1 . 老 師 有 興 淺 知 道 同 . 學 德 學 些 甚 麼 。 — 一 - ~ 
5 2 . 同 學 有 時 • 會 i 己 敢 一 些 頷 外 的 工 作 。 . . — — 
5 3 . 這 班 有 幾 群 同 學 互 t 纩 合 不 來 。 ’ ：—— ~ -
5 4 . 老 師 . 不 信 任 : 睪 生 ^ - 二 ~ — 
5Z ^ -T IT ^ '"i" ta: ° 
5 5 . 這 班 有 些 同 學 互 相 不 喜 款 對 方 。 / —— ~ -
57. m學要小心在I汪上所^的說k。 - ~ — 
一 一 zrxz 
�• _ “ .,/.:....... •’• •• •� '.‘' • 
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Notes 
1 Band five sUidents are students with the lowest academic 
performance whea compared vith their fellow schoolmaies in the same level. 
However, the cutoff percentile is differeat from school to school. 
2 Begonia Road Boys' Home is gazetted as a Place of Deteatioa under the 
Juvenile Offenders Ordinance aad as an Approved Institution under the 
» 
Probation of Offenders Ordinance. Its residential training section caters to male 
offenders aged 14 to 16 years who are on probation order and who are committed 
4 
by court to reside in the Home for a period of not more than one year as a 
special condition of the probatioa order, and boys aged 14 to IS years who are on 
care and protection order aad who are committed by court to uadergo a period 
of resideatial training. 
Sha Tsui Detention Centre houses young persons under 21 years of age 
and young adult under 25 years of age vho are detainees sentenced under the 
Detention Centres Ordinance and persons remznded for suitability report for a 
一 一 z detention centre. The period of detention ranges from a minimum of one month 
to a maximum of six months for offenders betveen the age of 14 and 20. and a 
I 
minimum of three months to a maximum of twelve months for those betveen 21 
and under 25 years of age. The centre provides rigourous trainings under a 
strict regime for young offenders vho have not previously been detained in 
any penai mstitution. The programme emphasized strict discipline, hard work 
and footdrill with few privileges. 
Lai King Training Centre is a correction institute providing faciliUes for 
young male offenders betveen 17 and 21 years of age vho are sentenced under 
the Training Centres OrdinanceCCap. 280. Lavs of Hong Kong). The period of 
detention ranges from a minimum of six months to a maximum of three years. 
MMPI 5c Adolescent 
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Cape CoUinson Correction Institution is a correction institute providing 
facilities for young male offenders betweea 14 and 18 years of age who are 
sentenced under the Training Centres Oreliaance(Cap, 2S0. Lavs of Hong Kong). 
The period of detention ranges from a minimum of six months to a maximum of 
— three years. 
3usiiig TR index belov 12 as a criterion for invalidating a MMPI profile 
was suggested by Greene (19S0 cited in Archer. Gordon, U Kirchner, i9S7) and 
vas further recommended by Cheung and Soiig(1991) as the only appropriate 
index to invalidate a MMPI profile vith Chinese subjects. 
t 
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Table 1 
Demographic Characteristics of the Subjects 
Mode X 
« 
Group N IP Age Ed FMl PD D TSD 
Delinquent 143 31 16 F.t 5-8 \73 5S.9 29-5 
Sha Tsui Detention Centre 40 7 16 R1 5-6 iS.2 63.6 30.3 
Cape ColHnson Correctiotial 63 9 17 F.l 7-S 24.1 59,3 29.6 
Institution & Lai King 
Training Centre 
i 
Begonia Road Boys'Home 40 15 15 F.l 5-6 4.0 52.0 23.0 
Control 24S 85 15 F.4 7-S 5.5 17.S KS 
Toi Shan Association College 87 30 15 F.4 7-S 3.5 15.S 0.0 
CMA Prevocational School 161 55 15 F.3 H 6.6 13.9 2 � 
― 一 z 
Note. IP - Invalid MMP! Profiles, these pi^files were excluded for analysis; 
Ed • Subjects' education level: FMl - Family Monthly Income, in thousand dollars; PD • 
Subjects parents were divorced; D - Subjects admitted they liked to drink alcoholic 
beverage; TSD - Subjects had some experience in using soft drugs. 
• 
I 
‘ ‘ I 
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Table 2 
rK； or the nemoizn,nhir r.haractefistirs Ry 科 n t and 
Cnntrol Groups 
Demographic Variables Chi Squares 旦 
Age 34.08 
Subjects' EducaUon 155,78 ,00001 
Father's Career 12,09 仍 
Mother's Career 16.57 '0349 
Family's Monthly Income 9,51 
Housing Type 7.22 5126 
Residential District 睡至 
Parents Uving Together or Not 26,07 
— 一 z Reasons of Parents Not Living Together 29.3容 00001 
！ i 
MMPI 6c Adolescent S6 Table 3 
T^^ Me^n F Scale Rav Score and T Scnres of the Deiinquent and Controi Groups bv Age 
Age 
" " " H 15 16 ~ “ ’ Delinquent Group ( n - I f (^=25) (n-37) (n-36 Control Group (n - 37) (n^69) in =44) (n-13) 
Raw Score i Delmquent Group 20.14 20,80 IS,妨 15,67 
Controi Group 13-27 13,67 13,02 17.15 
T Score - Adolescent Norms Delmquent Group 75.71 71,28 67.19 66,25 Control Group 6238 59.33 57.77 69,3S 
一 . 一 . 
T Score-y.S.Aduit Norm. Deiinquent Group S8.00 89 2S 84.41 78,44 Control Group 73.54 74.19 72.84 79.77 
T Score - Chinese Norm Deiinquent Group 58 86 59.84 56,46 52,44 Control Group 48.95 49.51 明,51 54.54 
• i 
、 
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Table 11 
MMP丨 Rav Score 2nd T Scores Sased on Different Norms for the Delinquent and Controi Groups 
Group 
Delinquent (n-112) Control (n-163) 
Raw Adolescent Adult Chinese Raw Adolescent AduU Chinese 
Scaies Scores Norms Norm Norm Scores Norms Norm Norm 
I L 4 . 6 ^ 5I.93« 45-64« 6.21 59,93 57.10 51-S2 F 1S.29« 84.03« 56.22« 13.6$ 60.40 74J 2 49.55 K 42,40« 45A7** 43.05** 12.69 4S.60 50.68 4S.95 
1 ！0,63 62,76 61.50 50.58 9.78 60.47 63.06 51^3 
2 25.S0 65.5 71.90 4«.61 26.33 67.於 73.20 49.66 
z 3 22.3s 5S.42 60.69 50.15 22.80 60.22 61.43 50.83 
4 ：27.13«69.2 产 7 & 2 1 . 3 5 36.S7 6770 34.79 
5 27.05* 63.73* 62.87* 4S.34* 26.00 G i M 60.94 45-67 
6 丨 2.66 53.SS 63.55 49.02 -
7 25.66« 65.97« 57.57« 20.35 5«.36 一 70.7\ 53.22 
S 31.45« 65.04« S6 4i« y.M*^ 25A4 5S.83 S0.42 50.79 
9 22.97« 70.29« 57.58** 18.92 51.28 61.50 50.25 
0 34.92 57.7! 61.25 50.05 34.17 56.93 63.47 48.9S 
ISjoce. «t-tesi between deiinquenis and secondary school students signiftcani at <.01 level. 
. 1 
n-test between delinguenls and sectmdary school students significant at <.05 level. 
» 
t • 
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Table 5 M^f, ^d Sund r^d neviaiioD or th^ M^Aadrew Alcoholism Scale Raw Scores of the n<>finflueQt and Conifol Gfouos and Thmr Subiyoup^  
Group N M ^ 
Delinquent 112 27.21* 3.94 
ShaTsui Detention Centre 33 29.33 3.40 
Cape Collinson iorrectionaJ 54 27.74 3/70 
Institution & Lai King 
‘ Training Centre 
B^ofiiaRoad Boys'Home 25 27.60 3.S6 
Control 163 21.40 4 J 4 
To! Shan Association College 57 21.68 3-95 CMA PrevocaUooal SchooJ 10各 21.25 与 
一 - 一 z • 
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Table 6 
F Scale Raw Scor然 and iCH Raw Scores Bftfveen the DeAinauent afld Control Groups and 
Their Subgroups 
ICH F Scale 
Group N M i D . M S J L 
Delinquent 112 2M* \M 6.32 
ShaTsui Detention Centre 33 3.30 2,10 20.36 5.S9 
Cape Cotlinson Correctional 54 2.44 K76 6.49 
Institution $c U i King 
Training Centre 
BegoQiaRoad Boys'Home 25 3.24 1.67 1&72 5.91 
Control 163 1.55 i.72 H M 6.46 
Toi Shan Associailofi College 57 1.65 2.01 12.95 7.31 
— 一 z CMA Prevocational School 106 M 9 1.54 14M 5-95 
Note, ^significant i-test difference between the delinquent and control subjects on both ICH 
and F i n the level of £<,0001 
I . 
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Table 11 F靈dope nf rh. MMP! ^.sir ^cale. from MMPf Raw Scores, and 
T Sas^ nn Three diff^ -^^ ^^  肺〖or the Delinquent and Contfol Groups 
Discriiiiinant Functions 
Raw Adolescent Adult Chinese scales Scores Norms Norm Norm 
LScaie - � _ - 0 6 2 -.025 -001 
F scale .013 -.047 ,077 -.077 
K scale - 侧 - 簡 �152 -251 
触 2 .170 ⑶ 
ScaiM -咖 ’似 … 147 .147 
棚 394 ,517 
ScaU 6 �500 
- 471 .276 �i67 Scab? ^ 
. 035 -.792 -、鄉 
XA9 361 •372 >333 
- 034 019 -034 
Wilk s Lambda 面 ^ 
ChiSauarei8.N-275) 丨37.评 '37.12^ 132.13: 
'一s A74 673 .642 Eigenvaiue 力“、 ) 
Canonical Correlation!Rc) .^ 36 
爷旦dJOOl 
r 
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Tables 
Hit Ratfis Using Fmir Discriminaiit Functions tn Prftdici Delinquency in Adolescents 
Predicted Group 
Delinquent(n-II2) Control (a-163) 
Actual Raw Adolescent Aduit Chinese Raw Adolescent Adult Chinese 
Group Scores Nonas Norm Norm Scares Ncnns Norm Norm 
Delinquent M 90 90 91 91 22 22 21 21 X S0.4 S0.4 S U S1.3 19.6 IS.S 18.8 
Control M 35 32 31 35 12S 131 ！32 128 
z % 21.5 19.6 19.0 21.5 7S.5 SQA SLO 78.5 
• - - 一 一 ~ 
Total Hit Rales 
Raw Scores Adolescent l^ ortns Adult Norm Chinese Norm 
N 21$ 221 223 219 
‘ � 79.27 S0.36 SI.09 7<M>4 
• • • I 
� _ - . 
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Table 9 
rpnfrnids ai^ Sirurtuf. MaiHx for Discfiminanr Analysis-of the MMPI 
^ales D e l i n q u e n t _ a n d _ C o n t r o l _ 一 Adolescents 
Raw Adolescent Adiitl Chinese 
Group or Variables Scares Norms Norm Norm 
Group Group Centroids 
Delinquent 丨 .990 侧 .站6 .963 
Controi -.680 -678 •677 -.662 
‘ i 
Variable Discriiniftant Structure Matrix 
Scaie4 刀 4 .747 ,642 ,682 
Scale 6 ,579 放 560 -593 
Scale 9* ^93 . 俠 .彻 
乂 F scale -431 . . 似 , 糊 
scale 7 403 朔 ， 2 6 7 ,276 
K Scale - 391 -399 - 3 6 8 
L Scale �365 -432 “ -.371 -375 
scales .340 -333 ：微 201 
Scale 5 161 . 丨 . 丨 的 • 
Scale 1 1^07 .丨 09 妨 2 -,0S2 
Scale 0 062 .(H6 -.066 .063 
Scale 2 - 0 6 7 -134 _ 0的 
Scale 3 - 0 5 3 � 0 5 2 -051 
t 
• ' 
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Table 10 Inrprnal ConsisteQcv Reiiafailitt*^ Qf the FCES Scales 
Ditnension/ Number of items Cnmbach alpha 
Scales Retained 
Family Relation Difflcnsions 
Cohesion 勺 • ” 
Expressiveness 1 9 
ConfHct 9 
Classroom Relation Dimeasjoos 
Involvement ^ 
Affiliation 9 .幻 
Teacher Support 9 '72 
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Table 11 
C ^ ^ c nf rh. F她" V — n，饮rn^ EnWro請PtU Sr朴 ^FCES) of f V H n 样 a n d Control 
Groups 
Group 
Delinquent Control (n-n2) 11-163) 
I , i 
FCES Subscales M SJD, U ^ i 
Family Relation Dimensions 
Cohesion -60 .27 .66 ’24 • 
Expressiveness .崎 3 .17 .49 '2名2« 
Conflict .35 .24 .30 .22 1.74 
一 z Classroom Relation Dimensions 
Involvement ,39 ； .23 .45 .22 -2.4P 
Affiliatioci .49 .23 .56 .22 
• Teacher Support -55 30 .62 ,25 






Discriminaflt Functions Statistics of the MMPI Basic Scales and the FCES Scales from the 
MMPI Raw Scores, and T Scores Based on Three different Norms for the Delinquent 恥d 
Control Grows 
Discrifliinant Functions 
Raw Adolescent Adult Chinese 
Scales Scores Norms Norin Norm 
L Scale -.046 -.106 -.062 -.048 
F Scale .05? -005 .113 -054 
K Scale -.069 -.005 -141 - 237 
Scaiel -.061 ,102 -�OSS -136 
Seal»2 -.149 -.123 M 
Seale3 -,224 -.332 �230 -.WO 
Scale4 J& .786 .684 . .72S 
ScateS .121 .13« ,144 ，130 
Seaie6 JS14 .他 ^ .份 
Seate? •368 .434 .260 .131 
一 ScakS -.953 -.905 -.452 
$caW9 .331 .345 .356 316 
I , 
Scale 0 -.017 -.097 .034 -,016 
Coh»k» .128 .1 制 .152 .122 
B^ M^ nmom ,118 : -.131 -.U8 ..UO 
CocrfUct ,017 .015 .030 ,005 
lavoh^ fiseoi -003 .025 -.048 
Affiloiioo -.126 -.130 -118 
T««d»r Support .037 . .013 .0«1 
Wilk s Umbda 592 591 592 '607 
Chi Square(8, N-275) ！31.51' 13I.S2» i3!.42« 125.!3» 
Eigenvalue ,690 .693 690 MS. 
Canonical Correiation(Rc} .639 -659 .627 
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Table 13 




OelifUiuent (n-105) Controi (n-157) 
Actual Raw Adolescent Aduit Chinese Raw Adolescent Adult Chinese 1 . 1 
Group Scores Norms Nona Nona Scores Norms Norm Norm 
Deiinquent 
N S4 85 S5 85 21 20 20 20 
7. S0,0 Sl.O SI.O 81.0 20.0 19.0 19.0 19.0 
Control 
z N 35 29 34 34 122 I2S 123 123 - 一 . - — % 22.3 IS.5 21.7 21.7 77.7 81.5 78.3 78.3 I 
Total Hit Rates 
Raw Scores Adolescent Norms Adult Norm Chinese Nona 
N 206 213 20$ 20S 
% 7S,63 St.30 79.39 79,39 
丨 
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Table 11 
Group CentfOids and Discfiminant Stfucture Matrix for Discriminant Analysis of the MMPI 
Basic Scales aad the FCES Scales Between Deiinquent and Control Group Adolescents 
Raw Adolescent Adult Chif«$e 
Group or Variables Scores Norms Norm Norm 
Group Group Centroids 
Delinquent 1.012 1.014 1.012 .981 
Control -.677 -.678 -.677 -.656 
Variable Discriminant Stnicture Matrix 
Scale 4 ,7 的 .742 .633 .680 
Scale 6 ,606 .575 ,604 .624 
Scale 9 ,500 .505 46! .482 
F Scale .463 .452 ASO ,474 
Scale? .440 .434 .305 .3t5 
K Scale -,406 -.414 -.405 -.404 
^ L Scale -.400 -.461 -.406 -A\S 
一 Scales .373 .366 .259 ,242 
Scale 5 .iSO .201 166 .1S9 
Scale 1 , H 7 .150 - M h � ( H 6 
Scale 0 M A .066 - M 9 M b 
-is-
Scale 2 -,042 -.107 -.044 
Scale 3 -.034 -.085 - 033 - 031 
Cohesion -,i74 -.174 -.17^ - � i S O 
Expressiveness -,214 -.214 -,214 -221 
Conflict . m .138 .138 A42 
Involvement -.169 -166 -169 -.174 
Affiliation .210 -.209 -210 -.216 
Teacheir Support - . H 8 -.148 -.1 幼 -.153 
• * • 
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Table 15 
MMPf Raw Scores aiid T Scores of the Two Conduct Groups 
Group 
Conduct B or Above (n-llO) Conduct C or Below (n-51) 
MMPI Basic Raw Adolescent Aduit Chinese Raw Adolescent Aduit Chinese 
Scales Scores Norms Norm Norm Scores Norms Norm Norm t 
i 
L 6.28 60.25 57.33 52.11 6.06 5 .^22 56.63 5 J.24 
F 13.46 59.S3 73.S5 49.20 丨 4.25 61.82 74.94 50.43 
K 12.45 48,09 50,25 46.45 13.2 49.67 5i.6l 50.00 
1 9.83 60.39 62.91 51.70 9.76 60.82 63.63 52.31 
2 26.35 67.82 73.22 49.69 26.31 67.S2 73.18 49.63 
3 22.98 60.55 6K76 51.IS , 22.53 59.71 60,86 50.43 
一 一 z ‘ 
4 21.08 56.24 66.84 53.91 21.78 57,88 69.16 56.27 
5 26.00 60力9 60.9^ 45.67 25.SS 60,78 60.75 45.35 
6 12.79 54.13 63.95 49.35 12.47 53.59 63.02 46.53 
is-
7 20.63 5S.74 70.79 53.29 19.78 57.61 70.59 53.10 
S 25.73 59.09 50,54 50.76 24.96 幼.41 50,94 
9 18.92 51.24 61.37 50.16 18.92 51.37 61.78 50.45 
0 34.34 57.15 60.59 49.23 34.10 56.82 60.25 48.86 
Note. None of the Scales had significant differences between the two groups among the Raw ‘ - ) 
Scores and three Standard Scales. 
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Table 16 
Mean and Standard Deviation of the MacAndrew Alcohoiism Scale Raw Scores of the Two 
Conduct Groups 
Croup N M m 
Conduct of B or Above 110 21.05 LS4 
Conduct of Cor Below 51 22,12 4,75 
t 
Note. No sigftiftcant difference vas found between the two groups i (SI) - -1,4 £<.165, 
/ 




• I ^ , , 
. . -
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Table 17 
F Scale and ICM Raw Scof然 of the Tvo Conduct (kouos 
ICH F Scale 
Group N M m M Lfi^ 
Conduct of B Of Above tlO 1.48 1.6 13,46 6,13 
Conduct of C or Below 5 丨 1.73 t.97 1(25 7.63 
Note. No significant different vas found between the two conduct groups on both scales 
ICH: t (82) • -.77 Q<A42 F Stale: t W)麵〜 






Scores of the Family and Classroom EnviroQiP^t Scale (FCES) of the Two Conduct Groups 
Group 
A(n-nO) B(n-51) 
(Conduct A and 8) (Conduct C or BeJw) 
FCES Subscales M l E ^ SE M I L 
Family Reiatioo Dimensions 
Cohesion M .23 .02 .64 .27 力 4 
Expressiveness .52 .20 .02 .44 .17 .02 
Conflict .28 .21 .02 .33 .23 .03 
Classroom Reiatiofi Dimeosions 
一 z . Involvement^ .46 .22 .02 A4 ,22 力 3 
Affiliation^ .55 .20* 力 2 .57 .27 .04 
1 
Teacher Support .64 .24 .02 .59 26 .04 
Note�None of the subscales had significant difference between these two groups, « n-49 for 
group B in these t^o scales 
. I ‘ 
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Figure Caption Figure 1. MMPI Profiles of Delinquent and Control Groups Based on Adolescent Norms 
/ 
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Figure Caption Figure 2. MMPI Profiles of Deliaqueat and Control Groups Based on U�S. Adult 
Norm 
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Figure Caption 
Figure 3. MMPI Profiles of Delinqueat and Control Groups Based Oo. Chinese Norm 
I i 
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——•——Delinquent Group ^- ConlrpI Group 
N = 112 
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